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Figure 5. These goatfish, Mulloidichthys martinicus, are not presently known to form spawning
aggregations, however, the only other shallow water western Atlantic goatfish, Pseudupeneus
maculatus, does. It would not be surprising if M. martinicus is eventually discovered to form
aggregations. (MLD)

If conducting studies in one area over a long period of time, you can look for changes in
presence and abundance of fishes that imply aggregation somewhere. It is possible to observe
regular migrations of fishes through an area (Fig. 5) and then follow the migrating fish to
determine whether they are moving to a spawning site. This worked well in the Bahamas for
Acanthurus coeruleus (Colin, 1996) and for a variety of parrotfishes and surgeonfishes in Palau.
The following of a migration route was also used to find surgeonfish aggregations in the Red Sea
(Myrberg et al., 1988). If large fish disappear from an area one year during the spawning season
(but where they went to is unknown), you might consider tagging some fish the following year
with sonic tags and then trying to locate them once they have gone to a potential aggregation site.
Finally there is the "pure dumb luck factor" that increases the more time you spend on
and in the water. This is how the first spawning aggregations of Atlantic ocean surgeonfishes
were discovered in Puerto Rico, which led to several years of study on these sites (Colin and
Clavijo, 1988), and for Caesio teres at Enewetak Atoll (Fig. 4) (Bell and Colin, 1986). If a
general season of spawning activity is known, such as for western Atlantic groupers (December
to February), this is the time to be out looking around. To maximize the area covered during a
search for aggregations, you can use manta tow boards or diver propulsion vehicles (DPV's or
dive scooters). Manta tows allow covering large areas at a reasonable speed, but limit travel to
the route the boat takes. DPV's allow more freedom, but have less range and speed.

Section IV. Documenting Aggregations
Once an aggregation is known or located, we need to learn something about its physical
and biological characteristics. The uses of this information are diverse. It may have fisheries
and conservation value, to preserve aggregations for both exploitation and to serve as a source
population for future generations of fish. Scientists may be interested in aggregations for the
same reasons, but also have the intention of trying to understand them as a biological
phenomenon. A Marine Protected Area (MPA) may be centered on a large aggregation such that
its physical location is critical to locating and sizing the MPA properly.
Aggregations can be documented in many ways. These can be as simple as using our
eyes to count things and make observations, which are then recorded, or as complicated as
instrumentation and equipment that provide a wealth of data on an aggregation and its
environment. The ultimate value of work on aggregations depends on the skillful employment of
the tools and resources that are available. Like most things, it is useful to learn the skills
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necessary and to practice them before needing them, so that when you are faced with a short-lived
aggregation, you can gain maximum information without a major learning curve at a critical time.
At one level, we want to be able to document the biological and physical parameters of
an aggregation. This includes documenting basics such as how many fish are there, their sizes,
sexes, how large an area they occupy, their density throughout the aggregation, when they arrive,
how long they stay aggregated, and how much they move around in that area. This may seem
straightforward at first. However, once you encounter an aggregation of hundreds to thousands of
fish interacting with one another, constantly moving in and out of shelter, and affected by every
movement and breath of a diver watching or counting them, these theoretically simple tasks
quickly become daunting. All of this in an environment that often has limited visibility (which
may mean you can't see the entire aggregation area at one time), currents, or occurs at depths
where bottom time is limited. Getting an accurate census of any spawning aggregation is a
difficult task and our best methods still leave much to be improved upon.
The documentation of the status of aggregations is perhaps the most important aspect of
any scientific work we might do on aggregations. Aggregation demographics are essential to
understanding the effects of exploitation, management, natural mortality and natural variation
over time. Because this information underpins most of what we are concerned about, the
methods used to document aggregations are important. It is critical to remember that the methods
presently used provide us in most cases with nothing more than estimates of numbers of fish in
an aggregation. Since they are only estimates, we must be cautious in projecting these data
beyond their limits. Outside of destructive sampling, it will be some time before we have
methods that provide a highly accurate census of fish. Until then, we have to use the best
methods we can and remember, and record, the limits of accuracy and precision.
No single method will fit all aggregations. Keep in mind, though, that our intention is to
collect qualitative and quantitative data that are comparable between aggregations and years, no
matter what methods are used. When fish are too numerous to accurately count visually or by
other methods, it is necessary to subsample a portion of the aggregation in some manner. Such
samples need to be placed into an area or volume context. The surveys need to be repeatable,
particularly by others who might not have been part of the original surveys. Ideally there should
be some sort of permanent record, such as video recordings, still photographs, maps or other
permanent media indicating the structure and size of the aggregation. The methods used, areas
examined and other aspects of how the data were gathered need to be accurately described, with
enough detail so that others can duplicate them. The bottom line is to make surveys “repeatable
with precision”.
IV. A. Mapping Aggregation Sites
Preparation of a reasonably accurate site map is one of the best methods to start work on
any aggregation site. Since aggregations have a physical presence, their distribution in time and
space needs to be documented. This can be done by a series of observations or measurements
displayed on a two or three-dimensional map or bathymetric chart of the area. The accuracy of
GPS (global positioning system) plotting and the power of computer displays in two and three
dimensions allow us to prepare very useful representations of aggregation structure. It is
important to consider that the area outside the aggregation proper is also of interest, for example
to compare geomorphology or bathymetry, and the mapping survey ideally should include a much
larger area than just the aggregation site proper.
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It may not be possible to prepare a map of the area in advance of the aggregation,
particularly if its precise location is not known. The mapping process may be disruptive to the
aggregation and in such a case the map survey will have to be done after the aggregation. Notes,
drawings and survey markers should be used to indicate the extent of the aggregation relative to
whatever features (that can be identified in the future mapping effort) may be present at the site.
Uses of Aggregation Site Maps
The benefits of a good map of the area are many:
1. It provides a reference guide for all those doing work at the site, and
allows communication between participants about sites within the mapped
area.
2. It allows others, who may not have participated in the original surveys, to
be able to find and revisit the same sites and do repeat quantitative work on
the original site(s).
3. It shows the distribution of depth and habitat relative to the aggregation,
can show changes in aggregation location over time, and allows for
comparison of different aggregation areas.
Maps can range from simple sketches drawn by divers, showing features of importance
relative to one another with approximate distances, to detailed depictions of the bottom, with
depth contours, habitat types and particular features. Maps can be prepared with basic tools no
more complicated than measuring tapes and a compass, or by using GPS, depth sounders and
aerial photographs. Whatever the level of sophistication, a map is intended first to serve as a
common reference for observers making initial observations and, just as important, for those who
continue work in the future.
Some Examples of Previous Efforts to Map Aggregation Sites
Many workers have prepared maps of their study areas and these are usually included in
any publications arising from the work. They are vital for subsequent work, whether for detailed
scientific studies or for long-term monitoring. Randall and Randall (1963) provided a map
indicating the location of their parrotfish aggregation site, plus a verbal description of the site.
These materials were sufficient for Colin (1996) and Colin and Clavijo (1977) to relocate the site
many years later.
As part of a study of spawning and dispersal of the eggs of Thalassoma bifasciatum,
Hensley et al. (1994) mapped three study reefs with 48 spawning sites on the inshore shelf off La
Parguera, Puerto Rico. They tracked the movement of water, represented by dye patches and
current drifter, from both spawning and non-spawning sites, plotting the paths on these maps.
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Figure 6. Maps of transect routes from Zabala et al. (1997a). A. shows the general area of the
study, B. indicates the path swum in general surveys and C. details the path taken in surveys of
spawning occurrence. (Reproduced with kind permission of the authors).

This study, done before GPS technology was available, used a microwave trisponder unit
that allowed them to construct an x-y grid over their study reefs for plotting positions of drifters
and dye patches. This equipment took a lot of effort and expense to put in to the field. We
should feel lucky today that we can do the same thing with a simple hand-held GPS that costs less
than $US 200!
Maps have been useful in studies of grouper aggregations. Samoilys and Squire (1994)
mapped a 1700 m2 area on the reef slope of Scott Reef, Great Barrier Reef, which had been
observed to be an aggregation site for Plectropomus leopardus. Their map was used to
standardize observations collected during censuses. Zabala et al. (1997a and 1997b) provided
detailed maps of their study sites, including bottom communities, the route taken by divers doing
underwater visual census and a rough cross sectional view of the reef communities and grouper
occurrence (Fig. 6). They designated two different transects, one to estimate annual density
changes (200 m long by 10 m wide swum at mid-day) and a second to survey different depths and
topographies where groupers occur (100 by 10 m swum at various times of day). These provided
consistent, repeatable censuses. Colin (1992) provided a map and cross section view showing the
distribution of a Nassau grouper, Epinephelus striatus, aggregation off Long Island, Bahamas that
indicated changes in the location of the aggregation between years (Fig. 7). Aguilar-Perera
(1994) had a sketch map of a spawning site for another E. striatus aggregation off Mahahual,
Yucatan, Mexico, including a vertical view of general reef and aggregation site. While he did not
state how this map was prepared and it isn't particularly detailed, this map shows the value of
even a simple mapping effort.
How To Do An Aggregation Site Mapping Survey
The value of a good map of the aggregation site is obvious, both as a reference during the
study and for future use by others who might continue working at the site. There are a number of
ways to produce a site map, and the detail and accuracy of the map can vary greatly. Since
working time underwater is usually limited, anything that can be done to construct the map
without working underwater at the site is probably useful. Available bathymetric or topographic
maps may be a good starting point. The area of interest can be copied or scanned from available
charts for use as a base map. If you are using an older map, be careful as GPS determined
coordinates may not match up with the latitude and longitude indicated on earlier charts, due to
errors in earlier mapping processes. If such is the case, you might be able to figure in a correction
factor, based on the charted position of some known object, like a lighthouse, on the older chart.
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Any aerial photographs of the area of interest are also of great use. If available, then they
may show underwater features, such as large pieces of reef against a sandy bottom, which are
identifiable underwater at the spawning site. If the aerial photos are properly scaled, or other
known features are visible, a rough map with a scale can be prepared, and then related to
bathymetric or topographic maps.
Doing Bathymetric Mapping Surveys
For areas where no bathymetric charts are available, it is possible to prepare a reasonably
accurate bathymetric map using a GPS, digital depth sounder with data output, and a laptop
computer. GPS coordinates and depth data are logged through the serial port(s) by the computer
using a variety of different software programs. These data are then plotted using a software
program for contour mapping.

Figure 7. Example maps of Nassau grouper aggregation sites off Long Island, Bahamas (after
Colin, 1992); (a) was prepared using available topographic maps and aerial photographs, (b)
and (c) were based on underwater observations and other sources.

Combination GPS/depth sounder units have advantages since there is only a single input
cable to the computer, whereas separate GPS and depth sounder inputs would require two cables
and dual com ports on the computer. Free software provided by Windmill Software, UK, which
provides for system set up and logging has provided high quality data logging. This company
also has commercial versions with more extensive capabilities, but for most purposes the free
software has proven sufficient. Finally the coordinate and depth data are logged on a laptop
computer in a watertight plastic box. The serial port cable enters the box through a watertight
fitting. If the weather is good, the computer box can be left open to avoid the buildup of heat. If
there is spray or rain, the box can be sealed tight after the computer has started logging. However
allowance must be made for the heat produced by the computer. Be particularly conscious of not
having the computer sitting on something (like a towel) that prevents heat transfer from its lower
surface to the air. We would suggest running some tests in the lab to see how much heat builds
up from the logging computer inside the protective box to be used.
Once the equipment is set up in a boat on the survey site, the computer can start logging
and the boat is driven in a pattern over the survey area to acquire the GPS/depth data. The more
sophisticated GPS units have the capability to show the tracks the boat has traversed during the
survey, making it simple to efficiently cover the survey area. Care should be taken to verify that
the GPS/depth sounder are acquiring good data and that the computer is properly logging
information. Some electronic depth sounders use automatic depth ranging, and, if depths changes
are extreme and rapid, they sometimes lose their fix on bottom depth. In such cases the depth
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sounder may provide no depth data, or spit out some totally erroneous figures. Be careful when
transitioning between deep and shallow water, or vice versa. When setting up the equipment,

Figure 8. Aerial photograph (top) and contour bathymetric (bottom) map of Ngermekoal (Ulong
Channel), Palau, a site for aggregation of groupers of the genera Epinephelus and Plectropomus.
(PLC)

make sure the computer clock is set on the correct time (these time data will be logged with the
GPS/depth data) and set your wristwatch to the same exact time. When doing the survey have a
note pad handy, so that if the depth sounder starts generating obviously erroneous data, you can
quickly make note of the time. Later you can go back and delete the bad data from the file.
After returning to shore, the data are transferred to a contour mapping program for
plotting. Bad data gathered can be deleted by going into the spreadsheet files based on the times
such data were recorded. Once a clean data set is obtained, the data can be used to prepare a
bathymetric map. We have used the program "Surfer" by Golden Software for preparing such
maps, and the program can deal with 2D and 3D plots with any depth range and contouring
available. Some examples of aggregation site maps are shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10. Such maps
have the advantage that they are already GPS accurate and additional objects or features can be
plotted accurately on the maps using GPS determined coordinates.
Additional information such as the limits of aggregation sites or migration pathways to
and from a spawning site can be determined and plotted on the bathymetric map. For example,
the migration pathway shown in Figure 10 was determined by having a snorkeler follow
migrating fishes, while a boat closely followed him and recorded the GPS coordinates every
minute. These were then transferred to the map to show the migration pathway in relation to
bathymetry.
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Figure 9. Contour bathymetric map in 3D of Ngermekoal (Ulong Channel), Palau, a site for
aggregation of groupers of the genera Epinephelus and Plectropomus. Depths in meters (PLC)

Figure 10. Aerial photograph of Lighthouse Reef, Palau with vertical aerial photograph of the
reef above and the bathymetric map below with migration pathway shown (PLC).
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Underwater Surveys
Surveys "in water" can be undertaken to map out the aggregation site using a measured
line and underwater compass. Waterproof survey tapes, usually on a plastic reel, are well suited
to underwater surveying and can be strung between identifiable points in the study area. The
compass bearing and distance between each pair of points is determined. The survey might be
done in a circle around the area of interest, closing the survey circle to the starting point. Or a
central point might be chosen and survey lines run out from it to the surrounding areas of interest.
Usually the bottom features are sketched on underwater slates relative to the survey lines.
Alternatively the area of the survey lines could be photographed looking vertically downward
using a wide-angle lens on an underwater camera (such as a Nikonos with 15 mm lens), including
the actual lines in place in the photographs (Fig. 11). The photographs are used subsequently to
fill in the features of the bottom. A digital camera might be particularly useful for this type of
mapping, as the images could be downloaded quickly and would probably provide sufficient
resolution for mapping purposes. It is even possible to prepare mosaics of vertical underwater
photos using programs such as Photoshop 4.0 and later. Again digital images would be
particularly easy to use in this regard.

Figure 11. Vertical underwater photomosaic of area of reef in Ngermakol (Ulong Channel),
Palau, a grouper aggregation area (PLC)

A readily available, inexpensive marine hand-bearing compass by Davis Instruments Inc.
is excellent for taking underwater bearings. The compass has a hemispherical dome with the
compass card and marks for sighting along easily. Interestingly, the liquid-filled clear plastic
dome effectively disappears to sight once underwater, so it appears the compass has lost its dome
(although this is hopefully not the case!) when using it underwater. Diving compasses can also
be used, but be careful that the compass is sighted directly along the line for accurate bearings.
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Back on shore, the survey lines are plotted out, using something as simple as a protractor
and ruler, or as complicated as a computer mapping program. Then the features are sketched into
place, a suitable scale added and other features included. Most underwater maps, if the maker
wishes high accuracy, usually require subsequent refinement through more surveying underwater
(see Fig. 12). A general, more simple, map, though, might be useable after a single survey.

Figure 12. Detailed underwater survey map of a spawning study site of a small fish species,
Koror, Palau. Each square is 1 meter square and shaded areas indicate different substrate
features such as coral type. Surveys can be done with tape and compass, plotted and then
refined over many hours. This process can be quite time-consuming, however. (George
Mitcheson, unpublished)

In some cases, it may be of interest to map out the limits of the fish present in an
aggregation area, but such a survey may not be feasible while the aggregation is present. Painted
rocks, or other small heavy distinctive objects can be dropped on the bottom while swimming
around the limits of the aggregation, and then surveyed, using the line and compass techniques at
a later time.
It is often advisable to leave some sort of permanent reference markers on the bottom to
aid in relocating a site later and quickly orienting. It is amazing how quickly the memory of a
reef site can fade and make it time consuming to get reoriented. If it is aesthetically feasible (the
site is not a tourist dive area for example) markers of some type can be left between seasons.
Subsurface floats are often useful to mark an area, and various types are available. In general
hard plastic floats, such as those used in the fishing industry as net floats, are best. They are
pressure proof to considerable depths and have an eye for a line built in. They should be attached
via a line to a weight on the bottom. The line should be heavy enough to withstand chafing, surge
and motion of the float. Ideally it should be abrasion resistant and, if carefully installed and
situated, it will last for years. Soft inflatable floats are convenient, but should be avoided unless
the installation is just temporary, a few weeks or less. Perhaps a series of substantial float
anchors could be installed and the floats removed at the end of a field season, for reinstallation
the next year. Where standard materials are difficult to obtain, blocks of polystyrene foam can be
useful as floats for short term marking, but should be removed at the end of the study.
If visually acceptable, concrete blocks can be left in selected areas as permanent markers.
They won't float away, their man-made shape is easy to recognize even years later, they are
readily available in most countries, and are cheap and non-toxic. They are light enough to be
moved underwater by a diver inflating their buoyancy compensator. If located in sandy patches
away from reefs they can be very easy to find. Floats can be tied directly to the reef, as is often
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done, but must be positioned carefully to avoid chafing of the line against the reef and possible
damage to coral or other benthic life. Floats attached to concrete blocks are a good system as
long as chafing of lines is minimized. This can be done by tying lines through the holes with no
slack and using abrasion resistant line.
Whatever system is used, you should try to have markers that are easily found and seen
from a distance underwater. Nothing is more frustrating than spending your precious minutes on
an aggregation searching for the start or end point to transects or other reference markers. In all
cases, remove all temporary markers once the study has been completed.

IV. B. Censusing Fish at Aggregation Sites
While seemingly a straightforward task, counting aggregating fish and calculating the
increased densities that represent an aggregation can be a challenge in both design and execution.
Nonetheless, the challenge is well worth addressing. The information to be gained, especially if
part of a long-term monitoring program, can be very valuable for gaining an understanding of
changes in numbers over time as well as better understanding the nature and dynamics of the
aggregation itself. Remember that in order to identify a site as a spawning aggregation site,
surveys of the area outside of the spawning aggregation may also be necessary. In any event, the
methodology discussed in this section can be adapted to both aggregated and non-aggregated fish.
There are three approaches to assessing numbers of fish in aggregations, underwater
visual census (UVC), collection of fisheries dependent data and remote surveillance techniques.
Each has its advantages and disadvantages and each must be interpreted with an understanding of
associated limitations and biases. In this section we will cover UVC and remote surveillance.
Monitoring via the fishery will be covered in Section VI.
Why is it such a challenge to meaningfully monitor aggregating fishes? In the first place
the diving conditions are often difficult; deep water and limited bottom time, at dusk or even at
night time if spawning is to be observed, strong currents and often the presence of hooks or other
gears in the water. But these may be the easier problems to deal with. The single most difficult
task is accurate assessment of the number/density of fish at an aggregation site. As we have come
to learn more about aggregations of different fish species, or the same species over time, we have
also come to know how variable aggregations can be in time and space. For example, the area of
greatest fish density can vary within a given aggregation site from year to year as can its timing in
a given month or in relation to moon phase (e.g. Epinephelus guttatus). There may be diurnal
patterns in density or total numbers at specific aggregation sites (e.g. Plectropomus leopardus).
Numbers, density and sex ratios can change substantially during the days leading up to spawning
(e.g. E. polyphekadion) or at any one moment at different places within a given aggregation. The
timing of aggregation formation of the same species can vary even within different aggregations
located within 20 km of each other (e.g., P. areolatus). In other words, it is not possible to
simply go out to an aggregation site, do a couple swims and expect the counts to be meaningful.
Careful planning is essential, it must take into account the various factors that could influence the
quality of your results, and ensure that your data are representative of the natural situation.
This section covers different approaches available for measuring fish numbers and
assessing density, the biases involved and problems associated with the various approaches. It
covers the considerations essential for developing a robust, standardized and repeatable sampling
protocol and briefly touches on other aspects of underwater surveys such as the assessment of
size and sex of fish underwater. We also touch on questions of accuracy (=the closeness of a
measurement, or estimate, to the true value of the variable being measured, or parameter being
18

estimated) and precision (= a measure of the degree of concordance among a number of
measurements or estimates for the same population, reflected by the variability of the estimate).
We outline details of the methods that have been used or could be adapted to count fish in
aggregations and discuss their respective merits and demerits, discuss the question of validating
fish counts, address sources of error and identify some solutions to problems raised. We also
provide illustrative examples (boxed) of different approaches, whenever possible, that have
actually been applied and published in the scientific literature. We finish with a brief summary of
the key points to consider when designing and implementing a monitoring program based on
UVC or remote surveillance.
A Note of Caution
Given the many problems of assessing spawning aggregations, we can not, unfortunately,
provide an easy step-by-step guide because one size can not possibly “fit all”. Each field
situation is unique and the available techniques need to be understood and adapted to each
different circumstance, bearing in mind the considerable natural variability expressed even within
single aggregations of single species. What we provide are guidelines, examples and options.
To be valid, the sampling protocol must be properly designed and repeatable, not easy to achieve
in the underwater environment, under any circumstances, let alone under the dynamic conditions
often associated with and exhibited by spawning aggregations.
Estimating the Number of Fish by Underwater Visual Census (UVC)
If aggregations are small or fish are few, it might be possible to count all the fish.
However, most cases are different. When there are too many fish to count, an estimate of the total
number is achieved by assessing the number of fish in a small and known area of an aggregation
and factoring up these numbers by an estimate of the total area over which the aggregation
extends (see below). As a general rule we can say that most studies that have been successful in
obtaining high confidence data on relative population numbers and density have either limited the
area surveyed, if the overall aggregation is large, or had relatively low numbers of fish. However,
in most cases, we must accept that such estimates have a high, and unknown, error value. There
is no easy way to check the accuracy of such estimates, except by photographing or video
recording the entire extent of an aggregation and subsequently counting all the fish present
(which doesn't include those temporarily hiding or outside the area), or by having fishers capture
nearly all the aggregation which can then be documented (posthumously). Neither approach is
likely to be possible under most circumstances, nor, is the latter case desirable (and would
certainly not be repeatable).
Methods of assessing the numbers of fish in an aggregation by UVC should be
repeatable. Basic standards for underwater sampling (e.g. English et al., 1994) and diving safety
apply, and workers should familiarize themselves with these.
Underwater Visual Census (UVC) Methods
There are many important decisions that must be made when designing UVC surveys;
when, where, how and why should the surveys be done are the questions to be addressed in the
following section. It is important, however, that, before planning any survey of an aggregation, a
preliminary roving dive at the site be conducted to provide basic information on extent of
aggregation, depth range involved, water conditions, and to assess the order of magnitude of fish
present and their responses to divers. Without this important information, it will be very difficult
to plan a safe and scientifically meaningful survey.
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UVC – Repeatable Methods
Visual estimates are based on quantitative measures that include the whole aggregation or
that can be interpolated to include the entire aggregation. Most of these approaches fall into the
category of “transect methods” although fixed-point counts have also been used. Also crucial is
some formal measure of the area of bottom being surveyed, which is where a mapping survey is
useful (see below). At the least, some type of quantitative area measure of some portion of the
substrate is important. For repeatable surveys to be possible, it is essential to have some method
of surveying the same area during each survey. This could be based on distinct natural features
on the bottom, used for reference, or permanent floats or markers attached to the bottom. If
natural features are used for reference, it is important that these be carefully documented,
principally through mapping of their positions, so that someone else can repeat a survey of the
same area at a later date (see mapping Section IV.A).
The problem of how to sample fish numbers in an aggregation is tricky and each species
and site presents its own set of challenges. At present the best surveys have yielded only an
approximation of actual numbers for any aggregations numbering more than 30-50 fish. The
worst case is where fish are dense, distributed from the bottom up into the water column some
distance, moving constantly, are disturbed by human presence and are often hiding in the reef. In
this sort of a case, we would be fortunate to obtain a value that is within two or three times the
true number.
If actual numbers are considered to be impossible to count even while running transects,
or if transects can not, for some reason, be completed, then it is valid to make an estimate of fish
numbers present by using some form of index of abundance. For the SCRFA global database,
we created an index to describe the peak (maximum) number of fish observed for a given species
in an aggregation at one time. While only approximate, these categories nonetheless provide an
indication of aggregation numbers that can be compared over time: 1-10 fish; 11-50 fish; 51- 100
fish; 101-500 fish; 501-1,000 fish; 1001- 5,000 fish; 5,000-10,000 fish; > 5,000 fish.
If the observer is at all serious about accuracy of counts, and sufficient funding is
available, it is recommended to video record the transects for later analysis while visual counts
are being made. Modern video cameras require no more attention than to point and push the
record button, so having the camera operate while swimming along counting fish is not a major
problem. Potentially a divers' buddy could do the video recording at the same time that counts
are being made. Concurrent manual counts and video taping will be useful in eventually
addressing the questions of the differences in data obtained from the same aggregation by both
methods. Such assessment will eventually allow us to refine our methods for doing surveys of
aggregations.
Transects and Underwater Visual Census by Moving Divers
Once the aggregation area or site has been identified, measured and mapped (see Section
IV.A above), it is then possible to plan the aggregation surveys. Here we summarize the basic
techniques and principles applicable to underwater visual census surveys; note that these were
largely designed for non-aggregation situations and will need to be adapted to surveying
aggregations as our experience increases. The available survey methods need to be carefully
adapted to each situation and species but always with an eye for repeatability, scientific rigor and
type of statistical analysis to be conducted (if any). Careful questions also need to be asked prior
to starting such surveys regarding the specific objectives to be achieved. Most frequently, these
will be questions of aggregation size (in terms of fish numbers or density) but there may also be
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interest in recording social structure, changes in fish numbers or diversity during the day, or over
the course of the aggregation, etc.
Decisions need to be made regarding the size and number of sampling units (i.e. length
and width of transect and total number of transects needed), i.e., how long should each be and
how wide (the latter could be determined in part by visibility and general density of fish) and how
many should there be. The effective survey width must be estimated either visually (this needs
experience) or by using markers previously placed on the substrate (see below). Length of
transect will be determined by the area of the aggregation or subsection of aggregation to be
sampled, as well as other factors such as depth, current, etc. and it would obviously be best to
survey as large a proportion of an aggregation as possible. In terms of the length of transects; in
most cases these will be used to sample larger, more mobile reef fishes in aggregations. As a rule
of thumb transects should be at least 50 m long although this recommendation is based on general
survey work, not that on spawning aggregations (Samoilys and Carlos, 2000).
If there are relatively few fish and the aggregation area is small, then one transect that
covers the entire aggregation area could be used. If the same transect path is followed every time
and enables counts of all fish present then these counts would be comparable between different
points in time. To get some measure of precision such counts could be replicated but this may
not be feasible given the often short duration of maximum numbers of fish in any given
aggregation. This may or may not be important but does need to be considered for long term
monitoring programs.
If more than one replicate is needed because not all fish can easily be counted or the
aggregation is large, then a decision is necessary on how many replicate transects must be run to
provide representative counts from a given aggregation site; note that the following discussion is
based on standard UVC surveys that need to be modified to an aggregation setting but that many
of the underlying design principles are relevant. It is important to run sufficient replicates to
account properly for variability between transects that might reflect different densities throughout
the aggregation and produce a representative transect count (this applies to cases where the fish
are not randomly distributed which may require a stratified sampling approach whereby sampling
effort is stratified according to factors that may influence fish numbers over the aggregation such
as differences in habitat or depth). To determine the necessary number of transects, ideally a

Figure 13. Example using cumulative transect counts to determine the minimum number of
transects necessary to run on a given aggregation to obtain a representative fish count per
transect. A similar plot of standard deviation (SD) can also be calculated from the column of
transect counts to provide an indication of precision using a formula, (SD/sqrt n)/mean, where n
is sample size, which could be used to compare with the precision of other similar data. (YS)
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preliminary study should be carried out, which involves more transect runs than you think you
will need, to produce a simple plot of cumulative mean densities (per transect) with increasing
number of transects run. With the data, plot a graph (Fig. 13) of the cumulative mean counts of
fish per transect (this means that, say, after 4 transects, you sum all of your counts for the four
transects and divide the total by four). Plotting this information will yield a graph that will
indicate when the means are beginning to stabilize. In this case, and with the variability in the
data provided, 7 or 8 transects are needed for the cumulative mean transect fish counts to become
stable. This means that, in this case, a minimum of 7 to 8 transects were needed to assess the fish
number and density at the time of the survey (note that such replication is often not possible). The
results provide a measure of average density for the aggregation at the time of sampling
(remember that density can change, however, from morning to afternoon of the same day and
between days – see below under when to survey) and some measure of variability (by calculating
the overall mean and standard deviation from all transects run). In non-aggregation survey work,
and in the absence of preliminary data, a ‘rule of thumb’ suggests that about 10 replicates are
advisable (Samoilys, 1997a, Samoilys and Carlos, 2000). Multiple transects can be run by a
single diver or involve multiple divers.
Decisions also have to be made regarding where to place transects within an aggregation.
There may be little choice because of depth constraints or because of the shape of the aggregation
that may, for example, follow a shelf edge contour or run along the walls of a reef channel or
slope (Fig. 14). Certainly transects should be placed in areas that appear to be representative but
this may be very difficult to judge. Whatever are the practical considerations in the laying of
transects, their placement should be systematic. If there are clear differences in densities around
the aggregation, the best design is random stratified sampling, but in this case strata need to be
identified (e.g., core area [see below], depth range, shelf edge contour, etc) as already discussed.

Figure 14. Typical reef slope with hypothetical aggregation showing types of transects that
could be run (right panel). There could be a single transect (A) run in the direction of the
current, a deep transect run first in the direction of the current and returning in shallower water
upcurrent (B), or a series of transects up and down the reef slope working along the slope with
the current (C). All transects are run relative to marker buoys set up on the bottom and long
transects (such as A and B) would be counted as segments of equal length (PLC)
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One approach that has been used in large aggregations, or where the entire aggregation is
not accessible to divers, is to select a core area (i.e. a specific stratum) that appears to contain the
densest concentration of fish, and follow trends in core (maximum) density within an aggregation
period as an indication of aggregation build-up (e.g. Rhodes and Sadovy, 2002). This provides a
maximum density measure at the time of sampling and may include a large proportion of fish
assembled in the aggregation. The location of the densest concentration of fish should be tracked
over time in case this moves and the core area shifts. However, care must be taken in applying
the data collected from core counts to the aggregation as a whole since core densities are less
useful than average densities for estimating total aggregation numbers. This is because lower
densities of fish occur in non-core areas and the core numbers can not be assumed to represent a
typical, aggregation-wide, density. Importantly, it is also possible that it may not provide a good
indication of changes in aggregation numbers over time. This is because of the possibility that,
even if the total numbers of aggregating fish decline (say due to fishing), a core of consistent
maximum density might still continue to form despite an overall decline in aggregation fish
numbers. At present we do not yet understand enough about aggregation dynamics to understand
the significance of such ‘core’ measurements and so these must be carefully reported and
interpreted accordingly. Further research might elucidate the significance of such cores but their
use for monitoring should only be considered to address certain specific questions. This example
also highlights the need to clearly establish why a survey is being done since this could
substantially influence the survey approach taken.
In general, considerable care is needed at each decision point when designing a
monitoring program for aggregations, taking into account the incredible variability of aggregation
density that can occur over time and location, even within a species. Every attempt must be made
to design a method that is repeatable, representative and provides some idea of precision, though
total counts may not have a measure of precision. If not, the data obtained may be of little value,
and the money and time spent getting them squandered. Attempts should also be made to
evaluate accuracy by independent means although in many cases this may not yet be possible.
Underwater Visual Census and Stationary Divers
In some situations, possibly because of strong currents or because fish might be wary of
divers in close proximity, it may be preferable for the diver to hold a fixed position and remain
stationary (e.g., Sancho et al., 2000). As one example, observers may remain tethered well above
the substrate at a fixed location recording all fish within a prescribed area within view. Such
tethering can save the diver energy and allow longer survey periods (since the diver stays in
shallower water) than if swimming along the substrate. The influence of moving divers on
estimates of fish density has been demonstrated in non-aggregation studies (Watson et al., 1995)
and needs to be considered when planning aggregation surveys.
UVC can be conducted by what are known as ‘point counts’ which involve a stationary
diver who slowly turns through 360 degrees counting every target fish out to a pre-established,
and known, radius (Samoilys and Carlos, 2000). As for transect width, this radius will have to be
adapted to local conditions of visibility and fish density and is unlikely to be more than a few
meters for aggregation studies. As for transects, replicate counts should be made at the same site
and also consideration given to conducting point counts at several places randomly or
haphazardly selected within the general aggregation area. Replicates in the order of 10 should be
considered if possible (Samoilys, 1997a; Samoilys and Carlos, 2000), in the absence of
preliminary surveys. For point counts it is also necessary to determine how long a single 360o
rotation should take; again, preliminary trials should ideally be conducted to ensure that rotation
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is slow enough to count all or most fish but not so slow that fish are double counted. An excellent
reference for stationary visual census is Bohnsack and Bannerot (1986).
In summary, as for transects, the number of replicate point counts must be determined.
With insufficient samples there is not enough power to distinguish between mean measures from
different times and places. On the other hand, effort and funds are wasted if many more samples
are taken than are needed for scientific rigor. Methods for determining adequate sample sizes are
discussed by English et al. (1994) and Samoilys (1997a) and references cited therein and should
be consulted. The good news is that in most cases, fancy models are not needed, just good
planning and design. The bad news is that there is no ‘sure’ formula for aggregation surveys that
must be adapted to different circumstances and constraints.
How to Measure Aggregation Areas
If there is interest in assessing overall aggregation numbers, then at some point, the extent
of the aggregation site must be measured. Many times it is most convenient, particularly when an
aggregation is of limited duration or fish disturbed by too much diver activity within the
aggregation site, to mark the edges of the site in advance, or at the time, by some type of marker
that can be found later. The extent of the aggregation can be determined later based on the
location of the markers, and an underwater survey done with compass and tape. If an accurate
map is already available for the bottom, the edges of the aggregation could be plotted on that
relative to known locations indicated on the map.
Markers could be several types. Painted rocks have been used and different colors could
represent different information, such as markers placed on different days (Shapiro et al. 1993).
Small lead fishing weights could be similarly used, and short lines with floats could be added to
weights to allow the markers to be more easily found and surveyed. If lines with floats are run to
the surface and the area of the aggregation relatively large, the locations of the markers could be
determined by GPS receiver from a small boat, and a rough area, within the limits of GPS
determination, could be made (Rhodes and Sadovy, 2002). Markers can also be used to indicate
the locations of specific fish, as was done by Shapiro et al. (1993), which are later analyzed for
spacing and social structure. Similarly, the location of a single fish, such as a large identifiable
(note that, for many species, slight natural differences in body markings make it possible to
distinguish between different fish) male grouper, might be marked at regular intervals during any
given time period (hours, days, weeks), by placing marked weights each time.
SOME CASE STUDIES
There are many ways in which a diver or divers can survey an aggregation site for numbers,
density, distribution, etc. of aggregated fish. For example, multiple divers could follow parallel
transects within marked-out areas covering a significant proportion of the aggregation, and pool
their data (Shapiro et al; 1993). Alternatively, one or several divers could randomly survey
transects across an aggregation site to produce replicate transects during single aggregation
periods or multiple estimates at the site throughout the year (Samoilys and Squire, 1994;
Samoilys, 1997b; Zabala et al. 1997a, b; Rhodes and Sadovy, 2002). In one case, multiple divers
sampled different areas of an aggregation site and later validated their counts using video footage
(Sala et al., 2001). Specific cases are given of methods used and how these have been adapted to
local situations, but original papers must be consulted for full methodology of survey design.
Shapiro et al. (1993) surveyed a large grid of roped squares each 33 m on a side that
were, over a number of days, built up to seven square sections over a representative area of a red
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hind, Epinephelus guttatus, aggregation site. Squares were roped off into 8.25 m wide lanes and
four divers were used to simultaneously swim across the entire grid in the four lanes. To
determine the internal aggregation structure of fish, a colored rock was placed on the bottom at
the location where a red hind was first seen and different colored rocks were used on different
days. After the aggregation dispersed the position of each rock was determined by measuring the
distance from the rock to the two nearest boundaries of the grid. For each day, the distance from
each fish to its nearest neighbor was determined and the mean observed nearest neighbor distance
was compared to the mean distance expected if all fish were randomly distributed within the grid.
Internal structure of the aggregation was initially estimated by counting the number of individuals
in 34 clusters (a cluster was defined when individuals were within 3 m of each other; in this study
fish were significantly clustered in groups of 2-7 individuals in the aggregation). The sex ratio in
12 clusters was examined by spearing all 34 individuals within those clusters. Maximum fish
density noted over several years of aggregation was 7.6 fish per 100 m2.
Samoilys (1997b) and Samoilys and Squire (1994) studied coral trout, Plectropomus
leopardus, aggregations at Scott Reef and Elford Reef off Cairns, northern Great Barrier Reef.
Fish were surveyed visually over a fixed route that was marked on a map of the aggregation site.
Areas of aggregation were 1700 m2 for Scott Reef and 3200 m2 for Elford Reef. Counts of fish
ranged up to 130 fish at Scott Reef and 60 at Elford Reef, equivalent to, at most, 44 fish per 1,000
m2, a level at which fish can be relatively easily and accurately counted. Counts were conducted
with a minimum visibility of 7 m. Regular monitoring was conducted year round at dusk around
the time of new moon monthly during the spawning season (Aug to Dec) and bimonthly at other
times. During the spawning season, surveys were done weekly or biweekly at various stages of
the lunar cycle. During surveys, the observer counted and estimated size of fish seen and
probably sex which were plotted on the map of the aggregation site. Censuses were standardized
to 25 minutes. This took the observer around the aggregation site at a slow but steady pace. The
observer could search a width of about 10 m, swimming about 1.5 m above the bottom. While
the fish may move during the course of the census, the inaccuracy introduced was considered
acceptable since the bias was present on all surveys. Sex was associated with specific color
phases after confirmation of sex and color by spearing selected fish for dissection (Rimmer et al.,
1994).
Zabala et al. (1997a and 1997b) used two different transects, one to estimate changes in
density year round (200 m long by 10 m wide swum at mid-day) and the second to survey
different depths and topographies where groupers occur (100 by 10 m swum a various times of
day). These provided consistent, repeatable censuses for their work on the dusky grouper,
Epinephelus marginatus in the Mediterranean. The first transect usually took about 40 min to
swim while the second took about 20 minutes. Fish numbered up to about 40 per survey on
transect 1 (20 fish per 1,000 m2) and up to 32 on transect 2 (32 fish per 1,000 m2). These
numbers are easily and accurately counted, but the density overall is lower than that found in
many tropical species, such as the Nassau or camouflage grouper for which this method is less
likely to be applicable (see Fig. 6).
Rhodes and Sadovy (2002) did morning and afternoon visual censuses of an
Epinephelus polyphekadion aggregation in Pohnpei, FSM. The fish were concentrated along a
slope-reef wall interface. Because the main part of the aggregation was at 30-35 m depth
(severely limiting time for the survey), censuses were done in the direction of the current
(typically along the reef), swimming from one boundary of the aggregation to the other. The
limits of the aggregation along the slope-wall interface were determined by putting surface
marker buoys at those limits and later determining the positions of the buoys using GPS. An area
of known size was used to count numbers of fish on each survey, providing data on trends in core
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(maximum) density for a given monthly aggregation. Maximum density recorded was about 5
fish per m2.
Sala et al. (2001) conducted daily UVC on Belize Nassau grouper aggregations starting
before spawning and before fishing activity began. Their census protocol had three divers and
each diver surveyed different portions of the overall aggregation area. Groupers were found on
coral ridges (spurs) and each ridge ‘population’ was counted. Shelf edge areas were counted
using continuous 75 by 20 m transects within the actual spawning site covering approximately 1.5
ha. There were 1-3 large grouper schools within the aggregation; counts of groupers in the water
column were carried out for each grouper school by each diver separately and later averaged
across all divers. To evaluate estimates of grouper school size, schools were videotaped using
digital video. Counts of each school were made on a monitor screen for comparison with UVC
data.
Sancho et al. (2000) used a fixed area of 170 m2 within a larger spawning area to
characterize fish abundance and quantify spawning activity. Observations were always done by
one person to reduce inter-observer bias with the diver's recording position kept constant, lying
on the bottom and 5 m away from the edge of the sampling area. Spawning observations were
noted every minute during 30 min observation periods. The total number of spawning fish was
estimated for 34 species at the beginning and end of each spawning observation period. However,
only data from the 11 most active spawning species were reported.
Non-repeatable Survey Methods
Non-repeatable surveys can be undertaken, but their application to long-term study of
spawning aggregations is limited. This is because they are either destructive (i.e., involve
removing all fish) or because the survey design does not allow repeatability. A good example of
this is the "timed swim" in which a diver visually counts the fish occurring along a swath of
bottom, usually only a few m either side of the diver, determined by water clarity and bottom
communities (Sluka, 2001). The diver swims for a set amount of time (generally 10-20 minutes,
but in some cases up to an hour), rather than covering a certain and known distance, and counts
all target fish(es). If the diver swims at 1 m min-1 (an average sort of speed while doing another
task like counting one type of fish, and assuming no current), the diver would cover about 100 m
in 10 minutes, with a swath width of 10 m, equaling 1,000 square meters. The direction of timed
swims is usually "random" or more typically “haphazard” but in either case swims can easily
cross habitat boundaries, with consequent differences in fish density. In the case of aggregations,
timed swims may take the observer into or out of the area of an aggregation. If the diver swims
to stay within the aggregation, then the direction is no longer random.
The true “timed swim” is somewhat similar to the manta tow method for estimating
benthic habitats. It provides a semi-quantitative estimate that may be useful for pilot studies on
aggregations and may be useful for preliminary work to find and initially survey aggregation
sites. A timed swim can be improved somewhat by using a video camera to record what the
swimmer is seeing, as the recording can provide a general impression of the abundance of fish
and the conditions during the timed swim.
Remote Surveillance Techniques
Imaginative use of video techniques may hold promise for providing some answers to the
questions of absolute abundance in the aggregation. For example, a defined area might be
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surveyed using normal visual census methods. Then an autonomous video camera system could
be moored above the site (if the water visibility is suitable) and it could monitor the fish in the
site over a given period of time. This has yet to be done, but, especially with recet advances in
video technology, are like to be entirely feasible.
Some video techniques might provide useful information, particularly as the systems
envisioned can function without a human present, eliminating most of the “human presence”
factor. An autonomous video system mounted on a tripod that provides a view of an aggregation
area could sample the aggregation at various times by recording for different periods during the
day. Such a camera is limited in its field of view, but such a view would be consistent over time.
Another possibility would be to “mount” a video system above an aggregation area, sort of an
“eye in the sky” approach. The buoyant system would be moored on a three or four point
mooring directly above the reef pointed straight down. The camera should be high enough to
cover a broad area and low enough for the fish to be identifiable. It could be started to run
continuously or connected to an Autonomous Underwater Video System (AUVS) timer. This and
the mounted, unattended camera method have potential to address the “hidden fish” (see below)
question, a big factor in visual surveys.
A useful method for perhaps covering an entire aggregation in a reproducible manner
would be to mount a video system vertically on the front of a Diver Propulsion Vehicle (DPV),
then from a height (depth) well above the aggregation, video record the entire area of the
aggregation, making multiple passes if necessary over the site, until the entire area has been well
covered. Tapes would be analyzed later and density data could be extracted also, if the area of
the bottom (through a previous mapping survey?) was known. Such a method would depend on
water visibility and behavior of the fish concerned.
When Should Monitoring be Done?
Having decided why, what and how to survey, decisions must also be made regarding
when surveys should be conducted. If aggregations typically occur at the new moon, for
example, then this would be an obvious period to concentrate monitoring activity but we have to
first discover when an aggregation is most likely to occur. Moreover, we now know enough to
say that timing of spawning can be quite variable, even for given species at particular spawning
sites, both within and between years within species, such that monitoring should initially be done
at different moon phases and in the typical non-spawning period to ensure that important
information is not missed. We know, for example, that aggregation timing for a given species
can vary within a country in a given year (e.g., Johannes and Lam, 1999; Johannes et al., 1999),
occur in slightly different months in different years (Rhodes and Sadovy, 2002) or even at
different moon phases (e.g. Sadovy et al, 1994a). Such examples warn us to be careful in
determining timing of monitoring studies. Moreover, if aggregations form in different months
each year at a particular lunar phase, do we sample them in all months (the decision will reflect
why the survey is being done)? We do not yet know whether the same fish spawn each time or
whether different individuals might be involved in different months of the same year. Whenever
the timing of aggregation is not well-known, sampling of markets and discussion with fishermen
may provide additional information useful for planning monitoring activities. Decisions also
have to be made regarding what time of day to monitor an aggregation given that fish numbers
can vary markedly at an aggregation site over the diel cycle (e.g., Samoilys, 1997b). Preliminary
studies should involve regular and frequent surveys if a species is being studied for the first time.
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Sources of Errors
There are many possible sources of error in assessing fish numbers underwater, even
when a monitoring protocol has been properly and carefully designed. These sources of error
include, but are not confined to, substrate complexity, fish behavior, between-diver differences,
aggregation types (some types are easier to assess than others), and double-counting (i.e.,
counting the same fish twice).
The humphead wrasse, Cheilinus undulatus, is one example of fish behavior affecting
counts. Work in Palau using both snorkelers and SCUBA divers swimming along the reef would
tend to drive all the fish present ahead of them, making it impossible to obtain anything
approaching a reliable count of numbers. In this case, it made no difference what method was
used to survey the fish, which simply could not be counted accurately by a human swimming in
the water. For this species a stationary video camera was placed and the assembling fish were
clearly visible in the absence of humans (see remote surveillance below) (P. Colin, unpubl. data).
The number of holes and other shelter available for fish can have an important effect on
counts of fish found at a given site. Since most aggregations occur where there is significant
coral cover, often with an abundance of hiding places, fish that remain within crevices, under
ledges and otherwise hidden would produce an underestimate of the actual numbers. For
example, a behavioral study on the southern Great Barrier Reef showed that individuals
Plectropomus leopardus, a relatively non-cryptic diurnally active grouper, spend up to 35% of
their time hidden under cover of coral during non-spawning times (Samoilys, 1987). Sadovy et
al. (1994b) examined an aggregation area of Mycteroperca tigris off Vieques, Puerto Rico, in
which the bottom consisted of layers of elevated coral heads that provided a huge number of
hiding places and made any meaningful counts of fish abundance impossible. The number of fish
hiding may also depend on the time of day, particularly for predators like groupers, and the
disturbance effect of human presence. Without extensive study, it is not possible to say exactly
how many fish are hiding at any given moment, although as already discussed, remote
surveillance might be of value here.
A detailed discussion and attempt to deal with errors of hidden fish, or undercounting and
double-counted by divers, on a species-specific basis was made by Johannes et al. (1999). Their
solution of applying an exact percentage "correction factor" for hiding and double counts of each
species was based on qualitative observations of fish behavior. To apply precise "correction
factors" to counts of estimated numbers of fish (which may be inaccurate by a considerable
percentage), however, confuses the issue of aggregation size. A more satisfying approach is not
to attempt to apply correction factors, but simply state that a portion of the fish were missed or
double-counted. The same study compared snorkel and SCUBA estimates (although not from the
same time period) and tried to determine a sample design that minimized the amount of field time
(and hence expense) necessary for the study objectives. The analyses were only variously
successful but are interesting in their attempt to deal with some of these important issues.
Errors can also be introduced by what divers themselves are doing. For example, errors
attributable to different divers being involved in monitoring (inter-diver error) are probably
typically underestimated and rarely evaluated but can be important and could certainly be readily
addressed by appropriate survey design. Many fish species appear to be affected by the
noise/bubbles made by SCUBA gear. We may find that the introduction of rebreathing dive
equipment may eliminate some of this diver error. See elsewhere (remote methods) regarding
getting rid of divers altogether!
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Finally, some aggregation types are simply more difficult to survey than are others. The
hardest are those that involve very large numbers of fish packed densely and sometimes in 3dimensions, coming up into the water column, or species that spread out over a large area and are
very wary of divers (e.g. Lutjanus analis). Smith (1972) estimated at one site that the number of
Nassau grouper was anywhere between 30,000 and 100,000, a massive range in estimated
numbers. Species of acanthurids or lutjanids can likewise be very difficult to count while
aggregated – there is a need for some bright biologist to develop survey methods applicable to
such species. One possible approach might be release a known number of tagged fish into an
aggregation and film or photograph the aggregation. If random mixing of tagged animals is
assumed then an estimate of total aggregation size could be made by working out the proportion
of tagged to untagged fish. There are likely to be some useful applicable methods from the bird
literature that might be adapted for counting aggregating fish.
Validating Counts and Data
In the end there are few ways to validate the accuracy of any fish counts in aggregations
even for properly designed surveys and hence interpretation of data must be made accordingly
and carefully. When a permanent record of fish present is made, like a video survey of an
aggregation, there is some ability to refine numbers by repeated analysis of tapes compared to
numbers that might have been obtained in real time by counting fish (Sala et al, 2001). Even the
best video survey and UVC, however, have to deal with the problem of fish that hide during the
survey or taping and those that move can easily be double-counted.
Despite all these efforts to reduce errors, there are some species that are simply not going
to permit a human being to accurately count them. For these fish, we have to accept that counts
done by divers are highly inaccurate (but may reflect relative numbers over time), or find
alternate methods to census them. For difficult species, video surveying with a remote system
may be a solution, or fishery dependent methods may be more revealing (Section VI.A).
UVC AGGREGATION SURVEY DECISION TABLE
FOR REPEATABLE SURVEYS
•
•
•

Map the aggregation area
Qualitatively assess numbers of fish and any core group/dense schools
THEN, design survey and answer the following questions about the survey

Why?
What is the purpose of the survey? Must it be repeatable?
When?
When in the year, month and day should the surveys be conducted? Are non-aggregation surveys
also needed for reference?
Where?
Survey aggregation site only? Survey both aggregation and non-aggregation sites? Survey entire
site or only part of the site? Which parts to survey, a core area or randomly placed transects?
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How?
First of all a preliminary survey of the site is needed to determine, depth, extent of aggregation,
order of magnitude of fish numbers, effects of divers on fish and fish hiding behavior, etc. This
information is critical for properly designing subsequent surveys.
(i)
Swimming
Transect; width, length, replicates (one or more), stratified sampling?
(ii)
Stationary
Point count: speed, radius, replicates (one or more)
Other General Considerations for Survey Decisions
o
o
o
o
o

Consider potential sources of error (inter-diver variability, effects of diver on
fish, double-counting, hidden fish)
Determine statistical approach to analyze/compare data
When fish numbers are high, consider using an ‘abundance index’
Carefully document methodology so that others can repeat surveys and try to
include a map of the site
Attempt independent assessment of fish numbers to assess accuracy, i.e.,
validation (e.g. underwater video)
Collecting Size and Sex Data from Aggregations

It may be possible to obtain size and sex (and thereby sex ratio) data from UVC surveys
but considerable care must be taken in so doing and in clearly understanding the possible, and
potentially considerable, errors that can be introduced by injudicious interpretation of results. For
example, size data may be used to plot size frequency distributions of fish within an aggregation.
While we recognize that it is reasonable to obtain some relatively crude information from
estimates of fish size from aggregations to provide a general idea of size distributions subject to
the caveats below, using such estimated information for performing comparisons between
different aggregations and for the same aggregation over time requires caution. Data on sex of
fish collected by UVC depends on earlier work linking particular color phases or behaviors with
certain sexes, and for determining sex ratios there has to be some degree of confidence that it is
equally easy to survey both males and females, as well as distinguish the sexes.
Size - care is needed in interpreting both the fish size data obtained by visual estimation
underwater and the significance of the fish size data. In the first case, it is important to note that
errors in fish length are involved each time a measurement is made. These can be several cm for a
fish, or more, and may be different for different size classes. The use of calibration rulers can
improve the accuracy of in-water length measurements and without such sticks divers may obtain
a mean accuracy of 86% (St John et al., 1990). Nonetheless some error is likely to be involved.
In the second case, we need to be cautious as to how the size data are interpreted, especially given
the measurement error that might be involved (see Section IV.C for further discussion).
As long as the limits to visually determined size data are properly understood, meaningful
comparisons of fish sizes over time or across locations are possible under the right circumstances.
For example, Samoilys (1997b) did such a comparison between two reefs for size of P.
leopardus. However, she had long experience with the sites and fish, and was dealing with only
one species. In such a case, this comparative use of data can be applied with some confidence,
but this study serves to point out the need for long and careful work to be able to apply size
estimate data in any but the most rudimentary way. The problem with size estimate data is that,
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except in the case where a significant sample of fish can be measured from captured individuals,
there is no true way to verify the accuracy or precision of such data. Training of observers,
through wooden models of fish or other methods, is useful. However, considerable care is needed
in training and retraining workers in size estimations using fish models if they are to apply their
skills under field conditions and to living fish (Samoilys, 1997a). Such data can provide an
indication of sizes (Fig. 15), but must not be confused with the level of accuracy obtained from
specimens captured by fishermen. Another method involves a diving mask equipped with a
calibrated bar mounted inside that allows fish lengths to be estimated to within 10% of their true
value under water (Swenson et al., 1988).
Alternative techniques hold promise for providing accurate length data from
aggregations, without having to resort to estimations of length by divers. Relatively
straightforward is the use of a "laser scale" in which two or more laser pointers are enclosed in
underwater housings at set distance(s) apart. The laser pointer effectively penetrates clear water

Figure 15. Comparison of estimated length by well-trained divers and actual length for models
of fish assessed underwater. Source: Samoilys and Carlos (1992) Development of an underwater
visual census method for assessing shallow water reef fish stock in the south west Pacific.
Unpublished Final Report of Project PN8545, April 1992, Australian Centre for International
Agricultural Research; used by permission.

for many meters and if two or more pointers are set up parallel to each other, either on a moving
bar system (calipers) or at a fixed distance separating them, they could be used to measure the
length of a fish underwater without coming close to it. The fish you wish to measure is video
taped with the laser scale pointed on its side and the length is later determined by using stop
frame video (Fig. 16). The main drawback of this system is that the laser scale needs to be
pointed essentially at a right angle to the anterior-posterior axis of the fish for an accurate length
(Fig. 17). Any deviation beyond about 10o from perpendicular to the fish axis results in
measurements that are not accurate. The laser scale system illustrated in Figure 16 can have the
lasers separated by either 5 or 10 cm easily and the interval selected depends on the size of fish
you wish to measure. Visual estimates can be quite accurate but accuracy depends strongly on
continued training and diver experience.
Harvey and Shortis (1997) described a stereo-video system for estimating fish length and
later Harvey et al. (2000a, 2000b and 2002) compared this system to diver visual estimates of fish
length. In general, they found the stereo video system to be more accurate than diver estimates of
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fish length. The ability of novice and experienced divers in a swimming pool to estimate fish
length, based on plastic models, was similar for models of 10-50 cm in length (Harvey et al.
2000a). Small models (around 10 cm) were accurately estimated for size by divers, but at lengths

Figures 16 and 17. Fig 16 (Left) Laser scale system on top of underwater video camera housing.
The four individual laser pointers are positioned 10 cm apart and project their red laser dots
outward. Fig. 17 (Right) The laser dots (arrowed), 10 cm apart, on the sides of a surgeonfish,
Naso literatus. The dots are not particularly visible in this black and white photo but more easily
seen when in color. The total length of this fish was measured to be approximately 28 cm (PLC).

above about 25 cm there was considerable variation (often times 10-30% of model length) from
reality in visual estimates. The means of the overall estimates of many divers did arrive at
reasonably close estimates (mean error of 2.1 cm for experienced and 2.3 cm for novice divers) of
model length, but individual estimates often had substantial errors. Since usually only a single
observer is making size estimates in the field, the errors in such single-person estimates may often
be substantial. Two or more independent estimators would be better, but may not be practical in
the field. In a field comparison of the methods, Harvey et al. (2002) used three experienced
divers to estimate fish lengths and found, under optimal conditions, high accuracy, but low
precision to these measurements, compared to the stereo video system. They state that the
estimates of experienced diver scientists have much lower statistical power than stereo-video
measurements when trying to detect changes in mean length of a group of fish. If there are low
numbers of fish being estimated or when the program intends to detect changes in mean lengths
of 30% or less, the power is much less. These results show why all interpretations of visual
length estimates must be done carefully and, despite the wishes of the observer, the human eye
underwater is not a particularly accurate tool for measuring fish length from a distance.
Sex - in cases where sexes can be distinguished externally by color differences, or by distinctive
behaviors, some idea of sex ratios can be obtained. This is assuming that sexes can be reliably
distinguished and that both sexes are equally visible. In general for groupers, sweetlips, and some
other species, males become darker, often the black blotches, or particular color patterns are
exhibited when courting and spawning (e.g. Fig. 18, Figs. 37 and 38). However, color changes
can be rapid and some species may not constantly display courtship or other color patterns
associated with aggregations during the time of the aggregation. While some species may not
exhibit external color differences, females may become so swollen with eggs, there is little
trouble identifying them (Fig. 19). Great care must be taken when associating color forms with
sex, however, and with evaluating sex ratios from visual censuses. In one study, the presence of
two color forms was assumed to represent male and female when in fact both sexes displayed
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both colors (Colin, 1992). In another study, female behavior appeared to differ from that of
males with females tending to stay more hidden and males more active and visible at the
aggregation site (Sadovy et al., 1994b). If these impressions are correct, then visual estimation of
sex ratio would have been biased towards the more obvious males.

Figure 18. Grouper male, probably Epinephelus merra in uncharacteristically blotchy coloration
from a probable spawning aggregation at Enewetak Atoll, date and time unknown (PLC).

Figure 19. A female red hind, Epinephelus guttatus, swollen with eggs. A female like this is
probably no more than a few hours from spawning, as the eggs are almost certainly hydrating
with the mass of the gonad expanding as a result. (C. Arneson)
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Concluding Comments
Carefully designed surveys are critical for determining numbers of aggregating fish,
density, sex ratios, and to make conservation and management decisions based on such
information. It is risky to draw conclusions for parameters for which you don't have data, and
important to be careful how you interpret what data you do have. It is easy to be misled by the
results emerging from a particular sampling design, as some of our examples have illustrated.
Conclusions drawn from the results of surveys must recognize the limits and constraints of the
survey and be made within the bounds of the sampling protocol applied. Most importantly, when
designing any survey, ask yourself where, when and how the survey should be done and why it is
being conducted in the first place. Is the expected outcome worth the time and money involved?
Ideally, it would be nice to count all fish on an aggregation site, but more typically,
subsampling is done. This can be by UVC, as we have just discussed, or by surveying the fisher
catches (Section V.I). It is important to remember that any methods of subsampling will be
biased and that we need to understand clearly the limits of our sample data. In monitoring
aggregations of 10s to 100s of fish, total counts are probably possible, while for 1000s of
individuals, subsamples will be needed. For numbers of fish, size and sex, there are few ways of
verifying data, and little check on the accuracy of data. We should, whenever possible, use data
collection techniques that provide a permanent record. It is also critical to undertake surveys that
are repeatable, particularly by other observers. This "repeatability by others" factor should be
considered from the start in planning any aggregation survey and is the only way meaningful
long-term data are going to be obtained on aggregation sizes. No matter what methods are used
the data have to be comparable between years and sites at some level clearly evident to readers or
workers. The level of comparability must be understood to ensure proper data interpretation.
Finally, two other general points need to be considered, the cost and value of monitoring.
As we have come to learn more about aggregations and particularly more about how variable they
can be for given species or in given locations, we have had to continually refine methodology to
address potential sources of error. This means that care is sometimes needed in evaluating older
(and sometimes not so old) literature that may not have had to consider a wider range of
confounding factors or have involved sufficient replicates. It has also become apparent that
monitoring of aggregations may not always readily provide the necessary information for
management or conservation. This is the case for species that are very difficult to assess for
absolute number at aggregation sites. There is certainly a need to improve our ability to count
aggregated fish that occur in large numbers and to be circumspect of studies that claim to do so
with any degree of accuracy (for example one attempt to use acoustic methods to measure,
without ground-truthing the methodology, numbers of aggregating groupers suggested fish
numbers in orders of magnitude higher than was indicated by direct observation, and in another
case acoustic assessments using echo integration were found to be very sensitive to the total
number of fish present with gas-filled swimbladders). While this section is about monitoring, we
also need to consider why the monitoring is being done and whether there are other approaches
to, say, population assessment (see Section V.I), that can or should be done outside of
aggregations. We can not answer these questions here but wish to make it clear that they need to
be considered. Also to be considered is the cost of monitoring. This can be very expensive.
Johannes et al. (1999) calculated that in Palau, the cost of monitoring aggregations probably
exceeded the market value of the fish involved. This may simply not be justifiable in the longrun, an important consideration when establishing monitoring programs and determining the best
way to use limited funds and human resources.
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IV. C. Information from Samples Taken from Aggregations
Sampling is often an important part of the study of reef fish spawning aggregations. This
can include the measuring and weighing of fish, taking whole organs or tissue samples, DNA
samples, blood samples, gut contents, and otoliths. Samples provide the data to determine basic
information on sex ratios, size frequency distributions, readiness for spawning, and many other
facets of the life of the fish. The methods used for sampling an aggregation often determine what
information can be reliably determined about the aggregation.
Samples can be obtained by purchasing them from fishers, examining fish at landing
points or just prior to sale, or by removing fish from an aggregation using various fishing
methods, some of which allow fish to be returned alive. Researchers need to be flexible and
opportunistic in acquiring samples, as we are seldom presented with an ideal situation for
sampling. In some cases whole fish can be examined in detail if entire fish can be obtained and
returned to the laboratory for work-up. Sometimes opportunities may be limited to examining and
sampling from dead fish in local fish markets or at sea. Some organs may not be available even if
there is a fishery. Ripe ovaries are often considered a particular delicacy, for example, so may
not be readily available. Fishers or traders might not want you to handle their fish at all. Also,
when looking at fishes in fish markets, always remember they may have been caught in many
different places and that the timing of spawning (or other biological factors) can vary somewhat
among places, even within the same general region. In some circumstances, fish must be sampled
live and returned to the aggregations. There are techniques and sampling considerations for each
situation and type of information sought.
Assessing Aggregation Size-Frequency Distributions
Some studies have placed an emphasis on gathering data on the size of fish in an
aggregation to follow changes in fish size over time, to determine the proportion of mature size
fish present, or for other reasons. Samples from fishermen can prove particularly useful in this
regard, either measured at the aggregation as fish are caught, or obtained later from fish markets.
It has been common practice to provide size-frequency curves for fish from grouper aggregations
(e.g., Carter et al., 1994, Colin, 1992; Colin et al. 1987; Sadovy et al., 1994a). In most cases the
sex of the fish is also determined, although this is obviously not possible when captured fish have
been gutted. Even gutted fish are of value, however, since their size data can contribute to the
overall size frequency profile for an aggregation.
Much care is needed in collecting and then interpreting size-frequency data taken from
aggregations. First, it is important that sufficient samples have been taken to ensure a
representative number of fish. Very often this will mean that many hundreds of fish need to be
measured. Second, it is most important to check whether these samples actually reflect the size
distributions of the fish that are present; for example, some fishing methods are size-selective.
Ideally, it is preferable to compare sizes assessed underwater (by spearing or by visual estimates)
directly with fish sizes taken by fishing gears at the same time and place (e.g. Shapiro et al.,
1993).
Interpretation of size-frequency data obtained from spawning aggregations needs care.
It is common to find considerable natural variation in strength among year classes in long-lived
species. This means that apparent changes in size among a few year classes may not be entirely
or largely due to fishing, or, indeed, due to fishing at all. For example, changes in mean length or
in the size-frequency distributions from one year to the next could be the result of fishing but they
could also arise for other, natural reasons. Many reef fishes are long-lived and can vary
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considerably in year-class strength. This means that, in any one year, a fishery might be
dominated by just one or two age classes (e.g. Russ et al., 1996). Any inter-annual changes in
size distributions noted from size estimates, therefore, could be due to natural causes, to fishing
induced causes, or, of course, to some combination of the two. As an example, differences were
noted in the size frequency distributions of aggregated fishes taken over six consecutive years
from the same aggregation site of red hind grouper sampled in the same way each year, with the
same fishers, and the fish lengths determined with a high degree of accuracy in the laboratory
(Fig. 20). In this particular case, how do we know whether the size differences over the six-year
period are due to natural variability in recruitment and inter-annual growth, or to impacts of
fishing (compare 1987 with 1992 for example and see the recruitment suggested in 1989)?
Moreover, if time-series of size frequency data are too short, relative to the longevity of the study
species, then it may not be possible to distinguish changes in the shape of

Figure 20. Size-frequency distribution for red hind, Epinephelus guttatus, taken by hook and line
fishing, and by the same fishers, on spawning aggregations at Bajo el Cico, Puerto Rico from
1987 to 1992. n=number of fish taken each year. (Figure redrawn from Sadovy et al., 1994a,
with kind permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers).

size frequency distributions over time due to fishing from changes due to major recruitment
differences among years. Taking the argument one step further, if changes in size frequency
distribution are noted and they can somehow be demonstrated to be due to the impacts of fishing,
how do you know if they are due to aggregation or non-aggregation-based fishing? These are
important questions to those of us who work on aggregations, and seek to propose or support their
management using such information. The examples serve to emphasize the need for
understanding both the limits of methodology (in this case body size estimation) as well as the
biology and fishery of the study species to ensure meaningful and useful interpretations of data to
be made.
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Methods for Length and Weight Determination
In the field it is most common to simply take the total length of the fish and its weight.
When you are working on a fishing vessel or in a fish market, speed is often times very important,
particularly if there are 100 or so fish waiting to be measured, and the fisher wants to get them
cleaned and on ice. In such cases, it is best to have two people involved; one to handle and
measure the fish, a second to record data. If additional data and samples are being taken, such as
gonads, even more people would probably be beneficial.
In most cases the total length (TL) of the fish will be determined as it is simple to do with
a measuring board. A measuring board has a meter stick inset into a plywood block so it is flush,
and a board sticking up at a right angle along one side. The fish is put onto the board, the snout
placed against the upright where the meter stick starts, and the length read off the meter stick at
the end of the tail. It takes about 10-15 seconds to measure a fish using this board.
If necessary, a simple tape measure can be used, however remember to take into account
the curvature of the tape when laid along a large fish. Weight can be taken with a hanging spring
balance of the type used by most sport fishermen for weighing their catch. However, such scales
are often inaccurate and need to be carefully calibrated. A more expensive hanging pan balance
with a dial indicator is better, but again should be carefully calibrated both before and after
weighing. If you need to check calibration in the field, but lack standard weights to do so, take a
measuring cup with which you can accurately measure out 1 liter of water (or any multiple
thereof); this amount of water can be put in a plastic bag, and weighed using the scale. It should
weigh approximately 1 kg per liter. Saltwater and the plastic bag add a few grams of extra
weight, but are insignificant against the 1 kg of water given the precision of the equipment used.
Length and weight data should ideally be recorded on prepared data sheets, with
additional spaces for sex, gonad condition and other information. If time allows, it might be
useful to measure both total length (TL) and standard length (SL), particularly for those species
where a TL-SL conversion might not be easily available. Standard length is the length from the
tip of the snout to the end of the vertebral column. The end of the vertebral column can usually
be determined by bending the tail of the fish so a distinct crease becomes visible at the end of the
spinal column. For species with a forked tail, such as jacks and trevalleys (Carangidae) the fork
length (FL) can be measured: from the tip of the snout to the center of the tail. For many species
with a deeply forked tail, SL is difficult to determine as the caudal peduncle does not bend easily.

Figure 21. Size frequency of Nassau groupers, Epinephelus striatus, caught by hook and line
fishers, Long Island, Bahamas. Unsexed fish had been gutted prior to measuring, but still
provide useful information on the overall size of aggregating fish. The small size of some males
implied that, perhaps, some males were not from sex-changed females; an observation which
was further pursued. After Colin, 1996.
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In nearly all cases, size frequency data from collected samples should be considered
superior to visual length estimates taken underwater (Fig. 21). However, there is ample
opportunity for bias in the part of the aggregation that ends up captured by fishermen. At least, if
samples are collected in a consistent manner over a number of years, say from fish caught by
fishermen using the same methods each year, they should be comparable and provide firm data on
relative changes in fish size over time. A comparison between visual estimates and caught fish
would be interesting for a single aggregation. For returning fish alive, see section on handling
live fish below.

IV. D. Determination of Additional Aggregation Parameters
Methods for examining the numbers of fish in an aggregation and the area it covers have
been discussed. There are many other important parameters of aggregations that can be collected
or assessed using a variety of techniques. These include duration of specific aggregations,
activities of individual fish within and between aggregation periods, precise timing of spawning,
etc. These are covered in the following sections or elsewhere in the manual, as appropriate.
Determining the length of time an aggregation persists at a site is quite important.
Fishermen are often able to provide good information relative to this question as their ability to
catch fish depends on the fish being present. Fishing activity can, however, reduce the time an
aggregation is present, since a large proportion of it can be fished out in a short time, hence
reducing its persistence in the short term (and possibly its existence in the medium term).
Making direct observation through diving or snorkeling of aggregation presence is useful, but
caution must be used in doing this. It is possible, for example, that the aggregation might have
moved slightly since the last observation and will be missed if only a limited area is checked.
The surrounding area can be checked if the aggregation is not in its "normal" location, however
this does not prove that it isn't present somewhere nearby that was not checked. Such problems
are simply indicative of the uncertainty of dealing with many aspects of aggregation field studies.
Individual fish may not remain at the aggregation for its entire duration. There may be
sex specific differences in the length of stay, with males generally persisting longer. Studies on
individual residence at the aggregation usually require the ability to identify individual fish.
Some species have individually distinctive markings, such as the Nassau grouper, which make it
possible to identify specific individuals. The disadvantages of using such individual markings is
that you generally have to approach the fish closely, something that may not always be possible,
and when there are hundreds or more of a fish, finding a particular individual may be nearly
impossible. Determining persistence from identifiable individuals then usually requires daily
observations to be certain the fish is consistently at the aggregation site.
In assessing various aggregation parameters, it may be important to understand the
manner in which transient aggregations (see Section I) build up and disperse. This can vary
considerably between species, even within the same family, and might well influence the type of
data taken or the way in which data are collected. Different examples are included in various
sections of this manual but, in general, the three following categories of aggregation build-up are
known (dispersal is usually soon after spawning and tends to include a large proportion of
assembled fish). (1) Males reach the aggregation site earlier than females and establish territories.
Females enter subsequently, sometimes in small groupings and stay a much shorter time at the
aggregation than the females. (2) Large groups (sex composition unknown) of individuals migrate
along specific routes to reach an aggregation site. (3) fish slowly build up in numbers until
spawning at the aggregation site and may then quickly disappear. As we come to learn more of
the details of aggregating species, additional categories may well be identified.
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Assessing Aggregation Sex Ratios and Sampling Gonads
An evaluation of a spawning aggregation often involves the assessment of its sex ratio,
most often the number of reproductive males and females. There are two components to such a
task; identifying which individuals are reproductively active, and, of these, how many are males
and how many are females. This would seem to be a relatively simple task, but, like so many
other apparently easy exercises, several factors must be considered. The first is that not all fish at
an aggregation are necessarily reproductively active. An aggregation of red hind, Epinephelus
guttatus, in Puerto Rico involved a significant percentage (13-36% at different times) of fish
without ripe gonads; most of these fish were smaller than the 100% size of sexual maturation.
Therefore, it can not be assumed that all fish present in an aggregation are reproductively active.
How do we sample an aggregation adequately to establish the sex ratio? Questions that
need to be asked are which days to sample, how many days, what time of day to sample, how to
sample (i.e. what method will be used to determine numbers of males and females) and how
many fish need to be collected? Does the sampling method used produce a representative sex
ratio? For example, spearfishers intentionally select male tiger grouper, M. tigris, (to leave the
females to reproduce) so their samples tend to be male-biased (Sadovy et al., 1994b), relative to
what was observed by the divers. On the other hand, the sex ratio obtained by hook and line
fishing over a red hind aggregation did not differ significantly from that obtained by biologists
spearing fish underwater (Shapiro et al., 1993). Whatever the method of collection, every attempt
must be made to determine whether the sample represents the true sex ratio and, for exploited
aggregations, fishers could be interviewed to identify any possibility for bias. Ideally, sex ratios
obtained from fishing methods should be validated by in situ observations, as long as sex can be
assigned accurately by divers. Finally, never assume a size and sex relationship since size and
sex frequency distributions often strongly overlap, and size in relation to sex can be markedly
different in different social groups, especially in sex-changing species (e.g. Shapiro, 1981).

Figure 22. Ratio of active male to maturing and active female red hind, Epinephelus guttatus for
16 sampling days in 1991. Number of fish caught each day appears above each column and
asterisks denote that the sex ratio differs significantly (p<0.05, chi-square) from the preceding
sample date. Full moon occurred on 30 January and 28 February (after Sadovy et al., 1994a,
with kind permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers).
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Figure 23. Catch trends for camouflage grouper, Epinephelus polyphekedion, taken at the Kehpara Island Marine
Sanctuary February 1998-March 1999 showing the arrival of males, followed by females several days later.
Spawning time(s) was determined by a combination of gonadosomatic and histological analyses (Spawning = S;
solid square = males; open circles = females) (after Rhodes and Sadovy, 2002, with kind permission of Kluwer
Academic Publishers).

Only sex ratios on the few days of spawning can be considered to be operational (i.e.
reproductive) sex ratios. In the red hind, E. guttatus, modest samples of males and females
collected over 16 days showed significant shifts in sex ratio from day to day both before and after
spawning (Fig. 22) (Sadovy et al., 1994a). Note that sample sizes in this case were small on any
one day of sampling which could have contributed to extremes of day to day variation since
inclusion of just a few individuals of the rarer sex can substantially change the sex ratio.
Establishing a meaningful and representative sex ratio can be difficult not only because
of sampling problems but also because sex ratios can change from day to day and also during the
course of a single day. Operational sex ratio might require assessment at the time of spawning
since, in a number of species, males precede females to the spawning site. For example, in E.
polyphekadion, which spawns around full moon, males start to enter the aggregation site 10-12
days prior to the full moon, while females start to arrive about 4 days before full moon, stay a few
days until spawning and then all fish leave the site (Fig. 23).
If data on fish sex is to be taken from commercially fished samples, it is important to
determine whether the gonads are valued for food and when the fish are likely to be cleaned and
gutted; this will dictate how you plan your sampling. Always ask for permission to touch another
person’s catch. If not all fish can be sampled, then some method must be devised to obtain a
representative subsample of all available fish coming off fishing boats or landing in the market
place. It is important to remember that the more stages there are between the spawning site and
sampling, the bigger the possibility that errors of sampling will be introduced. Check whether
fishers have returned particular size classes of fish (either too big and therefore possibly
ciguatoxic, or too small for a good market price or whether small fish may be retained separately
in the boat for later home use) to the water. Illegal, undersized, fish may also have been returned
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to the water. If the fish are weighed in markets or coming off boats, be sure to note whether or
not they have been gutted.
If there is an opportunity and a need to collect gonads from fish caught at aggregations,
then simple guidelines can be followed to handle and preserve them. Carefully remove the gonad
trying not to rupture the ovary which, if full of hydrated eggs, will become difficult to handle.
Subsequent treatment will depend on the objective(s) of gonad sampling. If fixation is necessary
(i.e. the gonads will not be worked on while still fresh), the gonad can be placed in 10%
formalsaline (10% formalin solution) in ratio of about 10 parts solution to 1 part of gonad. If the
gonad is whole and very large (e.g., Fig. 24) it will be important to penetrate it or carefully slice it
at intervals along its length to allow the fixative to penetrate the tissues before those towards the
center of the gonad deteriorate. Fixation can take a couple of months. The gonad should then be
washed and transferred to 70% ethanol for storage. If sections of the gonad are to be retained (i.e.
the whole gonad is not necessary), then these should be carefully sliced (for very ripe gonads it
helps to place the whole gonad in fixative for a short time [hour or so] and then to slice after the
gonad has hardened a little). Slices of gonad should be as thin as possible and not thicker than 5
mm if this is practical – this allows for sufficient penetration of fixative. Fixation of slices is
much quicker than fixation of larger unsliced gonads and sliced gonads can be transferred to
preservative after a couple of weeks. Make sure that the jars used for fixation are large enough
and seal well since formalin is unpleasant and should not be inhaled or touched if possible (use
gloves while dealing with formalin solution). Place labels inside the jars with the time, date and
place of capture and the size and weight of fish if possible; labels should be strong paper or card
with details clearly written in pencil. If no fixative is immediately available, take the fresh gonad
or gonad sections and freeze them in a bag. When fixative becomes available, place the frozen
gonad or section directly in the fixative before defrosting and continue as above. Sometimes, as
has happened to one of us, you may have no fixative or no freezer! There may still be hope of
preserving some material if you have access to vodka or even surgical alcohol (local chemists
would have this). This is not a perfect solution by any means but can make the difference
between a gonad that is useable for some purposes and not useable at all. There are many good
papers with instructions for histological preparation and studies - the key is to decide what you
need the gonads for and to make sure that the materials are as fresh as possible when fixed.
In cases where fish are to be sampled alive, they can be measured and weighed on board
the boat. In some cases the fish have been brought up from depths that require the swim bladder
to be deflated with a needle. If you are working with a live fish fishery the fishermen will be very
experienced in deflating these fish so you will not have to do this yourself. If the fish are to be
returned to the water it is best to first see if the fish can swim back down on their own.
Sometimes a little rest and a flick of the tail is all that the fish require; carefully sliding the fish
into the water head first helps get them moving in the right direction. If the fish can not swim
down on their own they must be deflated. This should be done with a sterile 18-gauge
hypodermic needle. There is a very good spot to puncture the fish just behind and in-line with the
pectoral fin. Since some species have elongated pectoral fins it is a good idea to dissect a dead
specimen to identify the spot. You are looking for a location at the anterior dorsal region of the
swim bladder, where the swim bladder forms a pocket in the muscle. The swim bladder adheres
to the muscle at this location so the needle will pass through muscle, directly into the swim
bladder without entering the portion of the peritoneal cavity that contains viscera. Find a marker
on the outside of the fish that will guide you into this part of the swim bladder. Once you’ve
identified the spot simply remove a scale (or slip the needle under the scale) and push the needle
down into the fish (at a 90 degree angle to the body) until you hear gas escaping. Many people
like to do this in the water so that they see bubbles escaping from the needle; do not do this since
seawater can travel into the swimbladder and cause a bacterial or fungal infection.
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Live fish can be sexed by gently squeezing the gonads of the specimen to express eggs or
milt. Pressure should be applied (with thumb on one side and fingers on the other) to the dorsalmost region of the gut cavity. Start by gently squeezing the gut cavity about 2/3 of the way
towards the head and then slide your fingers back to the vent as if trying to gently squeeze paste
out of a tube. This is best done with the fish lying on its back. You will often see feces come out

Figure 24. (Left) Female gonads from a large Nassau grouper(held in a pair of man’s hands)
indicate the size that some gonads can achieve in that species. In some species ripe testes can get
almost as big. (Right) Close up view of Nassau grouper ovary with hydrated eggs visible through
the surface integument. The hydrated eggs are about 1 mm in diameter and appear dark
(actually translucent) in this view. Scale approximate.

of the anus; wipe them away and keep looking for the pore just posterior to the anus. From this
pore you may see milt, or, sometimes, hydrated eggs. Males are very easy to sex in this manner
since they are running ripe (with milky sperm) at all times during the spawning season. Females
may only exude hydrated eggs (Fig. 24) during a very short period of the day (an hour or two
before spawning, often, but not always, at dusk). Hydrated eggs are usually quite runny and
clear, while milt is milky white. An experienced “fish squeezer” can eventually reliably (but
maybe not 100%, depending on the species) sex females simply by the appearance of the
urogenital pore. However, prior to hydration, the vent may not allow eggs to pass even if ripe
and sex can not readily be confirmed. In such cases, it may be possible to gently cannulate the
ripe ovary, a technique that requires training and appropriate materials. Note that people assisting
on projects may react in unexpected ways to handling fish or to taking samples. In one place, for
example, when fishers were part of the sampling team, they did not want to touch the ripe males
(the sperm) and we had to introduce gloves to continue sampling.

Seasonality of Spawning
Gonads collected at regular and reasonably short intervals over a period of time of a year
or more can often provide strong evidence for seasonality of spawning in both aggregating and
non-aggregating fishes using GSI or histology (Fig. 25). However, it is important to collect
regularly, frequently and in sufficient number to ensure a reliable indication of spawning season.
Females will tend to provide the most detailed information on the spawning season. Monthly
samples sizes of 25-30 or so mature-sized females are recommended as a general rule.
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Determining What Time of Day Fish are Spawning
For many species (especially for those that spawn during daylight hours in shallow,
accessible waters) direct observations may be made throughout the day including the period
during which spawning is expected to occur (based on market samples, anecdotal evidence, etc).
Where only a limited number of observation periods can be made, it is always possible that fish

Figure 25. Spawning seasonality of ocean surgeonfish, Acanthurus bahianus, from southwestern Puerto Rico based
on gonadosomatic index (GSI). There is a clear peak to the spawning season during the northern hemisphere
winter in this species. Data from Colin and Clavijo, unpublished MS. (PLC)

may be spawning at some time when we are not observing them, leading us to a false conclusion
about the range of spawning times. We need to always keep this caveat in mind, and report our
findings with suitable qualifiers.
It is more difficult to pinpoint the time of actual spawning if this occurs after dark, or in
deep or inaccessible (i.e. low visibility or high current) conditions. This has been the case for
many species of snappers and some groupers which we suspect may spawn after sunset, although
definitive evidence is still lacking. In such cases, indirect means may have to be used to verify
spawning time. Moreover, be aware that the presence of divers could influence fish behavior.
Among those species that form transient aggregations, it is sobering to keep in mind that of all the
groupers that aggregate to spawn only a handful of species have been observed actually releasing
gametes, as far as the published literature is concerned.
If gonad materials can be obtained then either macroscopic or microscopic techniques
may be used to determine time of spawning. Once the approximate time of spawning is
determined, regular (daily or even hourly) samples can be taken from the aggregation site. If
gonad and body weights are available, then the GSI (the percentage that the gonad contributes to
total body weight) can be calculated (Sadovy et al., 1994a; Rhodes and Sadovy, 2002) (Figs. 26
and 27).
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Figure 26. Mean gonadosomatic index (GSI) for ovaries taken from female Epinephelus
polyphekadion in the week up to and including spawning. Sample sizes are given for each day.
(redrawn from Rhodes and Sadovy, 2002, with kind permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers).

Figure 27. Mean gonadosomatic index (GSI) and standard deviation for ovaries taken from
female red hind, Epinephelus guttatus, captured between 22 Jan and 28 Feb 1991 in Puerto Rico.
Sample sizes are given for each day. Open circle indicates full moon and closed circle new moon
(Sadovy et al., 1994a, with kind permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers).
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Figure 27 plots the GSI relative to lunar phase and shows the clear relationship in E.
guttatus between the approaching full moon and high GSI. In the days just before the full moon,
the GSI drops quickly as fish spawn and release most hydrated (heavy) eggs.

Figure 28. Oocyte diameter measurements for female Epinephelus polyphekadion taken from the
spawning aggregation area relative to the time of spawning (redrawn from Rhodes and Sadovy,
2002, with kind permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers).

Measurements of oocyte diameters (using unfixed material and a microscope with
micrometer) can be used as a simple means to track oocyte maturation and identify, indirectly,
when spawning occurs (Fig. 28). As eggs mature in the days leading up to spawning, they
increase in diameter and when they are released, mean egg diameter will decline reflecting the
smaller diameters of the oocytes remaining in the ovary. More precise estimates, needing
subdaily (preferably hourly) sampling, are possible if oocytes can be measured for changes in
oocyte diameter (of the largest oocytes present) over time (Fig. 29). If gonads can be prepared
histologically, the presence of post-ovulatory follicles (the follicles surround the mature egg until
egg release and collapse, remaining for a short time after spawning – they therefore represent a
useful indicator of very recent spawning) can be used to detect recent (i.e. within the previous 1-2
days) spawning (Fig. 29b). As always, thought must be given, however, to ensuring that
sufficient samples are taken to be scientifically meaningful.
If fish are to be returned alive to aggregations, see above for handling ripe fish and
detection of hydrated eggs. Regular, hourly or so, sampling of aggregating fishes will be
necessary to pinpoint time of spawning. The presence of running sperm is not necessarily an
indication of imminent spawning in males, although the release of clear, hydrated, eggs does
signal imminent spawning in females.
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DNA Samples
Molecular genetics can now be done using a small sample of tissue from which DNA is
extracted. Tissues can be preserved in ethanol (the higher concentration the better, 95% being
preferable) or other buffers in small o-ring sealed vials of 1-2 ml volume. Tissue samples can be
taken from freshly fish caught by fishermen, and just about any tissue will do. Samples can also
be collected by fin clip of live fish, cutting a piece of the membrane between fin spines (usually
the dorsal), which does not hurt the fish and allows it to be returned alive to the water. It is also
possible to take tissue samples by spear, using a modified biopsy type needle to collect a plug of
tissue when the spear is shot into a fish. Fin clips have also been taken from large groupers such
as jewfish (Goliath grouper) (E. itajara), that were docile enough to let a diver grab their dorsal
fin membrane and quickly slice a small piece of tissue from the membrane. The fish hardly react
to the taking of such a tissue sample.
DNA samples, if they can be analysed at a fine enough resolution, may be useful for
looking at the population structure of aggregating fish and in some case might provide some
insights into where an aggregating population is coming from. If samples are taken over a broad
geographic region, the population structure of a species might be evident and allow some
statements about the genetic interchange via planktonic larvae among a species. Care is needed
in interpreting genetic information, however, since the absence of any apparent population
structuring following analysis of DNA material, while it may indeed indicate that no structuring
is present, could also be reflecting inability to detect such differences due to the resolution of the
techniques used.
Gut Contents
The gut contents of aggregating fish may be of interest if it is important to determine
whether or not fish of both sexes are feeding during the aggregation. In many cases aggregating
fish take baited lines or enter traps which are baited with live fish or other live or dead matter; in
others, however, aggregated males may not feed and can be difficult to sample by hook and line
(Sadovy, pers. obs.). In most cases speared fish from areas where fishermen and traps are not
present are to be preferred for examining natural gut contents. Hungry fish are the ones that tend
to take baited lines or go into baited traps, and even if a fish is speared, it is always possible that
the fish speared may have gone into a trap, taken bait and exited or might have taken bait from a
hook without being caught. Where traps are unbaited, gut contents may say something about the
state of the aggregated fish, but again should be interpreted with caution, as other fish, better fed,
may not enter the trap.
Sampling Otoliths
Otoliths are often collected from aggregating fish. They can potentially provide
information on age and growth or may be used for fine microchemical analyses. Various otoliths
have been reported to have "spawning marks" indicative of when the fish has spawned
previously. While such marks have generally not been positively verified, it might prove useful
to compare otoliths from fish captured at an aggregation with a number of individuals, tagged at
the aggregation and collected later, for evidence of spawning marks. The collection, preparation
and analysis of otoliths is not further within the scope of this manual and the reader is urged to
consult appropriate references for these items. However, it should be noted that many reef fish
can not easily be aged using otoliths so these should be checked for growth marks before a fullscale sampling programme is launched which can be time-consuming and costly.
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Figure 29. Oocyte diameter frequencies taken (A) in the morning (SL=508 mm) and (B) in the
afternoon (SL=551 mm) of 22 December 1988 during the spawning of the Nassau grouper,
Epinephelus striatus, from the Bahamas from two reproductively active and aggregating females.
The appearance of a mode of larger oocytes in 29B reflects hydration reflecting imminent
spawning (Sadovy and Eklund, 1999 – NOAA Tech. Rpt. NMFS 146).

IV. E. Fishery-dependent Monitoring of Species that Aggregate to Spawn
Monitoring a fishery is critical for assessing its status over the long term, for determining
appropriate management action and for evaluating the effects of management. Estimating catch
is covered in Section VI. The current section explores how different types of catch data can be
used to determine seasonality in fishing of aggregations and to identify trends in aggregationfocused fisheries over time. It also addresses important considerations for designing catch
sampling programs.
Fishery monitoring must be done on a species by species basis. It is not valid to, say,
monitor ‘groupers’ or ‘snappers’ as a general category that includes several or many species of
grouper or snapper and hope thereby to understand the status of individual species. The reason
for this is that ecological species interactions, especially among closely related species, mean that
what happens to one species may influence what happens to another. As just one example, larger
species of grouper tend to be more vulnerable, for a range of reasons, to most fisheries than
smaller species for a given level of effort. In the Caribbean, as larger species declined, it is likely
that competition with smaller species was reduced and this allowed an increase in biomass of
smaller species. If only the category ‘groupers’ was to be recorded from the fishery, there might
appear to be no overall changes in landings even when larger species were declining significantly
because an increase in the smaller species would compensate.
It is possible to determine a marked fishing season, which might reflect aggregating
behavior, by appropriately designed monitoring of the fishery. A distinct fishing season exists if
the majority of landings of a particular species is taken, or the catch per unit of effort (CPUE) of
landings are particularly high, at certain and consistent times of the year. Such seasonality might
help in identifying an aggregation period, because during such periods catches or CPUE are often
higher than at other times of the year. It is important, however, to recognize that catches can vary
considerably throughout the year due to factors that might have nothing to do with aggregating
behavior. Examples include weather conditions that strongly affect fishing activity, preventing or
allowing access, for example, of boats to particular places at particular times. Trends in the
fishery whereby fishers change their activities due to factors such as market demand or
regulations elsewhere may also be important. A simple set of questions for fishery officers of
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fishers should help you to determine what factor(s) might be involved when regular changes in
CPUE or landings are noted for particular species.
It is essential to assess the landings or, more appropriately, the CPUE at different times of
the year if the fishery is to be effectively managed and the response of the fishery to fishing is to
be evaluated over the long term (note that even if aggregations are exploited, the species could
also be heavily exploited at non-aggregation times). For example, if a standardized program
monitoring the fishery of a particular species shows that CPUE or landings decline over time (i.e.,
over a number of years) this may signal that over-fishing is occurring and that management might
be needed. Note that CPUE is the value that is needed to obtain an idea of what is happening in
the fishery if the fishing effort (such as number of boats or fishermen) is changing over time
because changes in landings alone may not reflect anything about the species but reflect fisher
behavior rather than fish numbers. In general, CPUE is preferred to landings data as an indicator
of the status of a fishery and should be collected whenever possible (but see below the discussion
on aggregation CPUE).
If the majority of the annual landings of a particular species occurs during its spawning
(aggregation) period, then management attention might best be directed at the aggregation itself
rather than on the species at other times of the year. If, on the other hand, declines in aggregating
species occur and the species is fished all year round, then management of the aggregation may
well not be sufficient to stop or reverse the decline. Aggregations are only part of the life history
of aggregating species that may also be vulnerable to fishing at other times of their life cycle or
moving to and from aggregations (Lindeman and Claro, 2003). It is important therefore to
determine when and where, and how heavily, fisheries take place during the year to ensure
appropriate management measures are developed for a given species in a given fishery.
Another important point to consider is that species that aggregate to spawn, and for which
a large proportion of the landings is taken during the aggregation period, can be surprisingly
difficult to monitor reliably based on aggregation landings alone, or even when CPUE is used.
While total annual landings is the sum of aggregation and non-aggregation landings, landings or
CPUE taken at the aggregation site may well not reflect the condition of the fished population
over time. Given what we have already said about CPUE, why is this? The reason is that CPUE
is considered to reflect abundance (in fisheries since we can not measure fish abundance directly
we have to have some parameter that indicates abundance and CPUE is commonly used for this
since it corrects for fishing effort). In species that aggregate, however, aggregation CPUE may
stay high, even as population levels decline. This occurs if aggregation fishing does not remove
most of the fish each during aggregation period but fish continue to aggregate even as population
levels decline substantially. CPUE from the aggregation will, as a result, remain constant until
numbers become severely reduced, and at some point CPUE will start to drop rapidly and the
aggregation may cease to form (Sadovy and Domeier, unpublished manuscript).
What this suggests is that CPUE should, for exploited species that aggregate to spawn, be
measured during the non-reproductive, as well as the reproductive season, as an indicator of fish
abundance, even if most of the landings occur during the aggregation season. Alternatively, welldesigned fishery independent surveys, involving estimates of fish numbers on aggregations would
be recommended (see Section IV.B). Such considerations are critical for fully understanding
trends in fished populations, are simple in concept and in most cases can effectively be built into
current or new monitoring programs with careful planning.
In conclusion on fishery-dependent monitoring, it is essential, if a fishery is to be
productive in the long-term, that monitoring programs be implemented. They do not have to be
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complicated. In fact, simple and clear monitoring programs are more likely to persist long-term
than complex or expensive ones. Important decisions, however, do have to be made about when
and how to monitor and which species to monitor. When and how have been discussed for
aggregating species (i.e. CPUE should be measured outside of the aggregating season if at all
possible and body size information can also give indications of long-term changes if carefully
assessed – refer to Section IV.C). Which species are to be monitored will depend on monitoring
capacity but, if this is limited, then decisions might consider tracking trends in particularly
important species, or particularly vulnerable species. For example, many of the larger reef fishes
are likely to be more vulnerable than smaller species if targeted specifically. Finally, care is also
needed that the monitoring of similar-looking species is not affected by species
misidentifications.
IV. F. Observing and Documenting Courtship and Spawning Behavior
We are always faced with the question of whether some behavior seen in fish is actually
courting and spawning and how to "prove" this is the case? While documenting spawning is
often an objective of a study, it is sometimes uncertain whether some reports of spawning truly
reflect that spawning indeed occurred. In most cases experience with the species of interest and
with other fishes in general helps. If you have seen reproductive behavior in a number of fishes,
particularly ones closely related to those now being watched, this provides background to
interpret what is seen in another species. Many observers, including all of the present authors,
have at one time or another believed they were watching courtship or spawning behavior when in
reality they were seeing something very different. In our cases, we were able to figure out what
we were seeing was not courtship and spawning (by applying some basic criteria to verify
spawning) before we prematurely published observations as reproductive when they were not.
Similar care is also needed in linking sex and coloration. In many cases, the relationship
between differing coloration and sex can be easily observed, but this does not mean that under
different conditions the coloration is constant to one sex. A good example of this is the "bicolor"
phase of the Nassau grouper. When a small group of fish is present at an aggregation site,
preliminary courtship (an hour or more before the spawning at sunset) often has a male in bicolor
phase courting females in a somewhat normal phase (see Fig. 30). This might suggest that males
are bicolor and females are not, under such circumstances. In reality though, the bicolor phase is
believed to represent a "submissive" or non-aggressive signal, not limited to a single sex. In
group spawns, females are believed to also display the bicolor pattern, and during nonaggregation, non-spawning season encounters, either sex can flash the bicolor pattern in response
to an approach by a larger fish, to indicate it is being submissive to the larger individual.
Courtship and Agonistic Behavior: How to Tell the Difference
More than one observer has been fooled into thinking that some type of agonistic
behavior represents courtship in groupers and other reef fishes. In many groupers, males hold
territories in the area of the spawning aggregation and often interact at the edges of their
territories with other males (Fig. 31). There are a number of things to assess when you see
something that might be either courtship or aggression. These include 1) do the two fish differ in
color pattern, 2) do they repeatedly tend to threaten each other with a direct head on approach,
often with the mouth open and gill covers flared, 3) after an encounter does one fish tend to swim
off while the other remains near where it was. Is one fish swollen with eggs while the other is
not? Generally there will be some color differences between males and females, although color
differences can also
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Figure 30. Pair of Nassau groupers, with male (bicolor phase) below, female (‘normal’ phase) above with
big belly, engaged in courtship behavior in mid-water, Long Island, Bahamas (PLC).

Figure 31. Two male Epinephelus polyphekadion engaged in a boundary dispute during an aggregation
period, Palau (PLC)

occur in same sex fish if they are in different behavioral states or may only last for a short period
of time. Where there are alternating aggressive thrusts, during which fish appear to be assessing
the other individual’s strength, these are most likely males engaging in a territorial assessment.
Females generally seem to be less likely to be aggressive, but not in all cases. In territorial
disputes, the loser will usually retreat and the victor remains at the edge of the territory claimed.
Aggressive encounters may be related to spawning territories or have nothing to do with
spawning at all. Usually the best way to separate such activities is to gain some knowledge of the
behavior of the fish in question by observing their activities over a period of time. Without
knowing the typical (day to day) behavior of a fish, it is difficult to determine when it is doing
something different, like preparing to spawn (Fig. 32). Aggregation workers first need to be good
fish observers.
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Figure 32. Probable courtship among Carangoides ferdau at Chuuk Atoll, Micronesia. The
probable males have dark areas, typical of courting male carangids. Also in carangids males tend to trail
behind females and attempt to keep other males from following the same female. (PLC)

Determining Duration and Timing of Spawning Behavior
In most cases, observers have simply made a series of diving observations which over
time (days to weeks) allow a general idea of spawning duration and timing. This can provide
significant information and at present is the most feasible method of gathering spawning
occurrence data. The method of starting a video camera at a known time and continually taping
all activity at the spawning site is quite useful, since it allows the exact timing of documented
events to be compiled later (Fig. 33). This technique is discussed in more detail under video
documentation.
There are several methods to improve the gathering of this type of data. Most would
involve some sort of electronic monitoring of spawning, once spawning behavior has been

Figure 33. Timing of spawning relative to sunset for Epinephelus striatus at Little Harbor
aggregation site, Long Island, Bahamas. Data from Colin, 1992

observed and positively identified. For example, Lobel (1992) reported group spawning Scarus
iserti to make hydrodynamic noise when spawning which could be detected remotely. This
allowed for counting and acoustic mapping of mating events using spawning-associated noises.
Such sounds can often be heard by divers, if they are quiet and listen, as a "whooshing" as a
group of fish ascends to spawn. Such information would allow the monitoring of spawning
activity acoustically by remote stations not unlike those that presently are used to track sonically
tagged fishes. Video techniques have great potential to monitor spawning activity, particularly in
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remote areas where divers can not easily visit study sites on a regular basis. An AUVS system
(described subsequently) might find utility in this regard, although the biology of the species must
be understood to determine whether sound and spawning are always closely associated.
How to Prevent Disturbance of Spawning Fish
Observers quickly learn that many spawning fishes are disturbed by the presence of
divers. The physical presence and movement of divers is disturbing, coupled with the desire of
the divers to approach activity closely. SCUBA gear generates noise and bubbles as does
associated equipment used by the divers, such as dive scooters, lights, etc.

Figure 34. Probable courtship in the jewfish, Epinephelus itajara. The fish on the left is
believed to be the male, with a dark body and light head, while the female is on the right in
"normal" coloration. The presumed male approaches the female and displays, often producing
a booming sound with its swim bladder. Spawning has not yet been observed in this species.
(Photograph copyright by Doug Perrine)

There are strategies for dealing with all of these problems. Disturbance from the physical
presence of divers and their movements can sometimes be reduced by 1) moving slowly, 2)
staying close to the bottom, 3) reducing the number of divers present, 4) reducing the motion of
arms and legs while holding station, 5) not moving directly towards fish, and 6) approaching from
a down current direction. As a general rule, try to avoid approaching too close by gradually
moving towards the fish and if behavior is interrupted, stop approaching for awhile or even back
off a bit.
One particularly useful technique for both short and long-term observations of
aggregations is "tethering" (Colin and Clavijo, 1988). The idea of tethering is to make the
observer into a stationary object floating above the bottom on a line attached to the bottom.
SCUBA divers should be equipped with a buoyancy control device, such as a buoyancy
compensator. A light nylon line of suitable length is attached to the sea bottom and a small clip
on the upper end is used to attach to some point on the diver. The diver inflates the BC
sufficiently to achieve moderate positive buoyancy, so that the diver in essence floats above the
bottom like a tethered balloon. Since no swimming is needed to remain above the bottom and the
tether prevents the diver from drifting away, the observer can remain stationed above the bottom
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without moving hands or feet. This greatly reduces the exercise load of the diver and reduces the
breathing rate, distracting diver movements, and noise from inhalation and exhalation. In this
manner, a tank of air lasts longer and the diver produces minimal disturbance. This also reduces
the depth of the diver, compared to being on the bottom, and at depths below about 10 m can
mean a significant increase in observation time without decompression being required.
For various types of long-term (day after day) observations, the use of the same tether
point allows a directly comparable area (assuming stable water visibility) to be observed each
day. At their option, two divers could be stationed sufficiently apart to separately survey two
different areas, while remaining in contact visually or by sonic signals, such as banging on tanks,
etc. Tethering was used in Puerto Rico to document spawning activity rates per minute for
aggregations of two surgeonfishes, Acanthurus bahianus and A. coeruleus (Fig. 35) (Colin,
1985). Permanent tether lines were attached to the reef in 60 feet of water and occupied by an
observer for an hour or more each afternoon.

Figure 35. Daily spawning activity of an aggregation of Acanthurus bahianus off La Parguera,
Puerto Rico. Data were taken at 1-minute intervals from within a consistent field of view
monitored by an observer tethered above the bottom. (After Colin, 1985)

Tethering can also be done while on snorkel at the surface. Many times it is
advantageous to be at the surface motionless, able to hold place in a current, for observations.
This was true, for example, for the humphead wrasse, Cheilinus undulatus, which is very wary,
despite it size, and readily disturbed by SCUBA divers. Since it spawns near the surface, in Palau
it could be easily observed while snorkeling and a long line to the bottom allowed the observers
to hold position over the drop off without swimming actively.
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Where tethering isn't feasible, it might be useful to pick a single point from which to
make observations (Colin, 1978). Fishes tend to become habituated to a diver's presence over a
period of days. Look for a location where there might be a rock or coral head you can hide
behind to reduce your visual presence.
Divers using open-circuit SCUBA find that the noise and bubbles of exhalation are
particularly disturbing to fish. While no longer commonly available, some observers prefer the
old-style "two-hose" regulators, which exhaust the bubbles behind the head and are somewhat
quieter than single hose regulators. The benefits of diving rebreathers are an unknown factor
when considering spawning observations. It might seem that having no bubbles or SCUBA noise
would be a positive factor in reducing disturbance to fish, but no one has actually used such
equipment on any major spawning aggregation study, as far as we are aware.
Diving Techniques and Dive Safety
Many aggregations are located in remote areas, far from shore, and it is often necessary
to dive at or near the time of sunset. Such dives may well last until well after sunset, particularly
if the divers need to do safety stops or decompression at the end of the dive. Also it is often
rough in areas of spawning aggregations, making it difficult for boats to anchor while divers are
in the water, or currents may make it difficult to work from an anchored boat. Techniques need
to be used that allow divers to work safely in such conditions.
One example we can cite, where it was difficult to work from boats was the Vieques tiger
grouper aggregation (Sadovy et al., 1994b). There the aggregation was deep (33-35 m) with no
shallow water for anchoring nearby. If the boat did anchor, the bottom was such that the anchor
may easily foul. Recommended approaches to dealing with this were to either install a temporary
mooring for the dive boat or else dive around a temporary shot line. The shot line should have an
adequate lead weight, a line length perhaps one third more than the water depth (i.e. for a 30 m
depth, the line should be at least 40 m long) and a large, visible surface float. The float should
have a light or at the very least reflective tape, so the boat on the surface can find it easily in the
dark. The shot line is dropped at the correct area and the divers are dropped by the boat at the
shot line when ready to dive. The divers descend the shot line to the bottom and ideally work
around it and ascend up the shot line at the end of the dive. For maximal safety, the divers could
move out from the anchor weight using reels and lines, to prevent losing the location of the ascent
line, or, a small chemical light could be attached at the anchor weight to help guide divers back to
it in the dark after sunset.
The importance of divers not losing track of the ascent line or anchor line of the boat in
the dark can not be overemphasized. In the case of an anchored boat, a diver surfacing some
distance away may not be easily seen or recovered, since the boat probably must wait for other
divers to ascend first. There is the possibility that currents may prevent a surfaced diver from
swimming to the boat. Obviously each diver must have devices to indicate their location in the
dark, such as lights and whistles (or other sonic device).
For any work on spawning aggregations at depths below about 10 m, it is almost essential
to use decompression computers to track bottom time and the need for decompression. The dive
computer will allow the observer to focus on the behavior of the fish, rather than constantly be
scanning depth gauges to note any change in depth that would affect no-decompression limits
when using dive tables. Spawning aggregation dives often involve multiple depth levels, which
are well-suited to dive computers.
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Nitrox (compressed air with additional oxygen added to reduce the percentage of nitrogen
in the gas mix) diving has great potential for use in spawning aggregation work. In many cases,
spawning aggregations occur over water depths where nitrox diving is most advantageous,
generally about 20-40 m depth. For example, if a 32% oxygen mixture (rather than the 20.8%
found in normal air) is used to dive to 30 m, this makes the effective air diving depth of about 24
m. With a no decompression bottom time at 24 m of nearly 30 minutes, this almost doubles the
amount of no decompression bottom available on a first dive to a depth of 30 m. Repetitive dives
on nitrox gain an increasing advantage, compared to air, so that more effective bottom time at a
given depth is achieved using nitrox. The down-side of this is that the lower depth limit for
nitrox is much less than for air. Workers should receive specialized training in using and
handling nitrox before attempting to dive with such gas mixtures, as the dangers of oxygen
toxicity and other factors are very real.
Photographic and Videographic Documentation
Still photography
Still photography using either film cameras or digital cameras can provide extremely
useful information on both aggregations and spawning. In general if you wish to capture a large
area with many aggregated fish, it is usually necessary to shoot in available light (e.g., Fig. 36).
Wide-angle lenses are useful for getting the overall scene. Ideally some ‘fee ‘for the bottom
communities can also be obtained from wide-angle photography.
For more detailed
documentation of color patterns of fish, it is usually beneficial to use electronic strobe
illumination for photography.
In the first study to publish any photographs of reef fishes spawning planktonic eggs
Randall and Randall (1963) included stills taken from 16 mm motion picture shots of spawning
ascents by groups of Sparisoma rubripinne. Myrberg et al. (1988) contains excellent
photographs of spawning groups of surgeonfishes taken with Nikonos and super-8 movie camera.
Colin (1978) had spawning sequences of Scarus iserti (=croicensis) taken from motion picture
footage. Gilmore and Jones (1992) obtained excellent photographs of color patterns of deepwater groupers in Florida aggregations using the external still camera on a submersible. Such
photographs, along with notes and sketches made of color patterns, can be used to prepare
drawings showing color patterns associated with various behaviors (see Gilmore and Jones, 1992
for examples), illustrate spawning behavior or sequences, or directly show color changes
associated with courtship (Fig. 37, 38).
In many instances photographing upward against lighter surface layers, particularly for
aggregations in deep water where the fish move off the bottom at the time of spawning, such as
Nassau groupers and some snappers, can provide a useful exposure whereas photographing
downward would not have sufficient light for a decent exposure. Upward oriented photos can
provide useful information on fish numbers, since they generally appear as silhouettes against a
lighter background.
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Figure 36. Spawning sequence of Nassau grouper, Epinephelus striatus, as recorded by video
(left) and still photography (right). The left panel has stills taken from an 8 mm analogue video
tape while the right photos of the same spawning sequence were taken using a Nikonos camera
with 15 mm lens on Tri-X black and white film and available light. (PLC)
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Figure 37. Normal color pattern in the adult tiger grouper, Mycteroperca tigris.

Figure 38. Male tiger grouper, Mycteroperca tigris, in courtship coloration (head becomes yellow/bronze,
ventro-posterior area becomes white) near Vieques Island, Puerto Rico, February 1992 (from Sadovy et al. 1994b)
copyright M.L. Domeier.

Color film can be used in low light situations, with ASA ratings being able to be push
developed to over 1600 or so. However, when film is pushed, graininess increases and detail is
lost. A fast black and white film, such as Tri-X, is perhaps preferable to color slide film for
ambient light photos during late afternoon. During the period near dusk, it is almost always
necessary to shoot with the camera aperture wide open and a slow shutter speed. This requires a
steady hand on the camera. We feel the Nikonos series cameras with wide angle to normal angle
lenses and high speed B&W film are the best way to get still photos of low light spawning
sequences. Often still photographs and video are used to prepare a drawing showing the typical
spawning behavior of a species (Fig. 39). This allows all the aspects of a spawning act to be
shown in one picture.
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Figure 39. Generalized pattern of a spawning rush by the Nassau grouper (from Sadovy and
Eklund, 1999 - NOAA Tech. Rpt. NMFS 146) indicating the color patterns, motion and gamete
release point for the spawning. Numbers represent different stages of the spawning rush: 1. fish
begin to move into the water column; 2. small group of fish rising; 3. sperm and eggs are
released, and 4. fish return rapidly to the substrate.

Digital Still Photography
Digital photography is becoming increasingly common underwater and would seem to
have great potential for documenting spawning aggregations. The light sensitivity of such
cameras is generally better than high speed film, and the ability to quickly download the images
taken, and manipulate their contrast and brightness, allows rapid use of such photos in the field.
There are many underwater housings for the popular digital cameras, however, at this point we
can not make any specific recommendations since our experience in this new field of
photography is limited.
Useful still images can be obtained from digital video cameras by "grabbing" individual
frames. This would be useful in analyzing a spawning sequence (see below).
Artificial Illumination
To obtain the details of coloration in aggregated or spawning fish it is usually necessary
to provide strobe illumination for still photos. Artificial lighting is generally not useful in
photographing overall aggregations as it can only illuminate a small area and disturbs the
behavior and coloration of the fish.
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Video Cameras and Underwater Housings
Underwater motion pictures for aggregation and spawning have pretty much been
superceded by video camcorders, and only the most unusual circumstances would warrant
shooting motion picture film of aggregations for scientific study.
The underwater video camera is perhaps the single most useful tool for documenting
aggregations (Fig. 40), including the species present, numbers of fish present, and their behavior,
such as courtship and spawning. Before the mid-1980s, scientists were limited to still
photographs and occasionally, super-8 or 16 mm film, to visually document aggregations. The
range of video camera and housings available today is great and the selection of the right
equipment can be important for optimal results.
Today the major choice is between digital and analogue video cameras. Each has its
advantages and neither type is ideal for all situations. Digital video cameras provide better
resolution, the ability to stop-frame with high resolution, the ability to make full resolution copies
and export digital images. Their one drawback, however, is a lesser light sensitivity, compared to
analogue video, and given that much spawning and courtship activity occurs in low light
conditions around sunset, and in some cases sunrise, this can be a major disadvantage. Ideally a
study should have both types of video cameras available, with the analog camera specifically
capable of imaging in low light conditions.

Figure 40. Typical underwater video camera with the housing on the left and camcorder on the
right. This particular model, a Sony VX-1000 is a high-end three chip digital camera. It
produces excellent images, but is limited in its low-light level capabilities.(PLC)

With zoom lenses, a single video camera is capable of capturing the broad picture of an
aggregation, then zooming in on specific behavior that might have to be recorded from some
distance away (assuming clear water). Tape length becomes a factor if extensive recording needs
to be made on a single dive. Digital cameras generally having a 60 min tape length while
analogue cameras have up to 120 min tape length. Battery life also is important, as earlier video
cameras often did not have the battery power to record an entire video-tape without recharging
the battery. More recent video cameras have improved batteries and lower power consumption,
so an entire tape could be recorded on one dive. However, if using or purchasing an earlier video
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camera, the factor of recording time on one battery charge is important. Also, batteries used for
underwater videos need to be in good condition and their recharging carefully undertaken to
retain maximum battery length. There is nothing worse than having your video camera die in the
middle of recording seldom seen and critical activity.
It is possible to do analogue to digital transfers, that can then be used for stop frame
analysis which would not be possible by directly viewing the analogue images.
Video Lights
The use of external video lights is a subject that needs some consideration. In general, it
is not advisable to use external video lights to try to document aggregations and spawning
behavior. Lights usually constitute a disturbance beyond that of observers that can interrupt
behavior or drive the fish away from observers. In mid-day periods, if an aggregation is large,
lights are not powerful enough to provide significant illumination compared to ambient light.
During low light periods, when they would be more useful, the disturbance factor increases
greatly.
Garth (1991: 48) described what happened when video lights were used to try and film
Nassau grouper spawning. He writes "they were all swollen with milk (sic) and eggs, so
spawning was still to come. However, we noted that the lights from our cameras spooked them.
Some even changed back to their normal color as fast as the light hit them. As it happens, the
fishermen are still complaining that the catch has not been as good since Cousteau came several
years ago. In an attempt to capture the spawning on film, the Cousteau team had set up lights that
burned all night. Nothing of substance was obtained, presumably because of the lights".
If using still cameras, attempts to document spawning behavior can be done using highspeed film, either color or black-and-white, or flash photography. While fishes are usually
disturbed by video lights, they are less likely to be disturbed by electronic flash. Consequently,
some good photographs showing color patterns and such can be obtained by judicious use of
electronic strobe photography. The flash may interrupt behavior, but this is usually just
temporary. It can be argued that an electronic flash is something which is not totally alien to reef
fishes, as they would be exposed to light from lightening flashes both day and night, whereas a
continuous light emanating from a video or movie light is something they would not normally
encounter, hence would view it as more disturbing.
Using Video Equipment
How the video equipment is to be used is important. It is advisable to tape a short section
at the beginning of each recorded segment showing the time, date and location where the tape is
to be recorded, for reference purposes. We believe it is extremely useful to adopt the strategy of
continuously recording activity at the spawning site. In other words, the video camera is started
at some point and run continuously until the end of a dive or observation period. This goes
somewhat contrary to impulse, in that it would appear to "waste" video-tape, however, if the
intention of the project is to extract maximum information from observations, it is a reasonable
thing to do. First, by knowing the time the camera was started, this allows the time of any event
occurring to be determined. Some of the more advanced digital video cameras have a time clock
built into their recording system, that would allow this information to be obtained without
continuously running the tape, but not all cameras have this feature. If the tape is constantly
recording, then when something happens suddenly, the observer can tape it simply by pointing
the camera towards it, rather than having to activate the record system, which may take several
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seconds and valuable information will be lost. Also, the timing of rapid spawning events can be
determined later by analysis of the recording, resulting in better data. The humphead wrasse
example, below, is a good one of spawning frequency information extracted from video-tapes.
One unusual advantage of using a video camera is that the activity of, say, a pair of fish
in one direction, can be recorded by simply pointing the camera at them while the observer is
actually looking at something else (a second pair of fish) in a second direction. Rather than
twisting the head back and forth, the tape can be reviewed later to see what the first pair of fish
was doing.
Disadvantages to this continuous taping approach are that unless the camera battery is
well charged it may die before the end of the tape is reached. This is not a good thing to have
happen. Also a lot more recorded video-tape is generated, with greater costs for tapes and need to
store them.
It is also useful to consider mounting the video camera on a tripod, or simply setting it on
the bottom in a safe place (where there is minimal surge, etc), then at some point starting the
record function of the camera and swimming off to leave the camera to run for its tape duration.
The diver starting the camera can go elsewhere, or totally exit the water. Fish very quickly adapt
to the presence of the camera and behave as they would normally. This technique proved useful
in studies of spawning behavior of Nassau grouper and especially the humphead (Napoleon)
wrasse. Also because the camera does not move, changes in numbers of fish in its field of view
can be quantified over time, giving perhaps insight into activity that would be impossible to
obtain by direct diver observations.
We have used cheap standard camera tripods to mount video cameras underwater and
these have proved satisfactory over periods of months. Try to avoid tripods with lots of easily
corrodable metal parts, look for plastic legs, locks and other parts. Some lead diving weights can
be taped to the legs to increase the weight and stability of the tripod underwater in currents and
swell. In extreme conditions, or when you might leave the camera and tripod overnight or longer,
it would be advisable to tie the legs of the tripod to structures on the bottom. Simple, nonadjustable tripods can be made from concrete reinforcing steel (rebar) welded together. Such
camera mounts can be adjusted by actually bending the legs underwater once a particular site is
selected.
The next step beyond a tripod mounted stationary video system would be a system which
can be put in place at any time, with a self contained computer programmable timer/controller,
that will turn the video camera on and off at times selected in advance. Such a unit, which we
could call an "Autonomous Underwater Video System", or AUVS (Fig. 41) would prove, we
think, exceptionally useful in documenting parameters of many spawning aggregations,
particularly those in deep water or remote locations where regular diving observations are not
feasible. Besides the underwater video system, an AUVS could include a pan and/or tilt
mechanism to increase its observational view, controls for lights or other equipment. One of us
developed a prototype system some years ago (Fig. 41), which was successfully used to document
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Figure 41. Autonomous underwater video system (AUVS) being programmed prior to
deployment (left) and in use on the reef (right).

feeding activity in garden eels, cleaning activity at a cleaning station and occurrence of fishes in a
"ghost" fish trap. However, it has not yet been used to document aggregation presence and
behavior, its originally intended role! A new generation of AUVS is under development, using
digital video camera and lower power consumption components. Such a unit will find much use
in aggregation studies and many other areas of marine biology and oceanography (Fig. 42)
There is also great potential in using stereo video in documenting fish aggregations.
Harvey and Shortis (1997) have described a system useable to assess the accuracy and precision
of measurements of fish length and distance from the cameras. This type of system has yet to be
utilized on any spawning aggregation, but would seem a natural extension of this technology.

Figure 42. Appearance of Cheilinus undulatus at a spawning site in Palau, determined by
unattended video camera on a tripod at the site. Number of females (dark circles) and males
(open circles) within the field of view during a 10 period each minute (PLC)

Instrumentation on Aggregation Sites
Gathering additional information on physical parameters at aggregation sites is very
useful and important, as we discuss below. The most important among these are probably
temperature and current speed/direction.
Temperature measurement
Temperature is relatively simple to document since there are many data-logging
instruments now available.
Temperature monitoring at sites can range from making
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measurements only during an aggregation period, to installing instruments to monitor temperature
continuously over the year at the site. The latter option is best, since it would allow you to
characterize the annual temperature cycle at the site and look at the temperature trends before and

Figure 43. Annual temperature pattern at a Nassau grouper aggregation site, Long Island,
Bahamas. Data are weekly means with range represented by the vertical bars. The times of
aggregation and spawning are indicated by arrows. (After Colin 1996)

after the time of aggregation. Colin (1992) installed a thermograph at a Nassau grouper
aggregation site in the Bahamas (Fig. 43). This study found that the aggregation occurred on two
different months at temperatures of 25-25.5oC. The aggregations occurred during the general
downtrend of temperatures in winter, but were not at the time of the yearly minimum. If
temperature had been measured only during the aggregation, there would have been no way to
place aggregation occurrence in relation to the annual thermal cycle. It is also useful to monitor
temperature at some sites not used for aggregation, to see if the aggregation site might possibly
have some different temperature regime, say induced by upwelling, compared to non-aggregation
sites. Where multiple instruments are involved, they should be carefully cross-calibrated to
provide comparable numbers.
Current measurement
Currents involve both a current speed and a direction making them more difficult to
measure than temperature. Their measurement can be approached as either a simple or complex
undertaking. In most cases we would be focused on "why" a fish is using a particular site, so it is
important to gather information on the currents at the site both during spawning and at other times
and at other sites nearby. There are, unfortunately, no inexpensive current meters comparable to
the recording thermographs now available. Recording current meters typically cost a minimum
of a few thousand dollars, but if the project budget can afford them, they are well worth the
investment. Sancho et al. (2000) used InterOcean S-4 current meters mounted on 1.5 m tripods in
a channel with an average depth of 4.5 m. Colin (1992) used the General Oceanics tilt vane
current meters successfully during the Nassau grouper work to document currents both at
aggregation and non-aggregation sites (Fig. 44). This meter uses a special stand-off from the
mooring wire that reduces meter oscillation due to swells.
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Figure 44. Currents around Long Island, Bahamas, as recorded by stationary current meters,
October 1988-March 1989 (redrawn from Colin, 1996).

In most cases, the currents at and above the level in the water column where the gametes
are released are of most interest. This usually means the current meter needs to be moored above
the bottom using a mooring line topped by a float capable of supporting the meter and mooring
above the bottom in currents (which would tend to pull the mooring down) expected at the site.
For anything other than just a short deployment, we would recommend using stainless steel wire
rope for the mooring, with the ends made into loops, with stainless steel thimbles inserted, using
either crimped nikopress sleeves or wire rope clamps. If properly crimped or clamped, there is
little chance the mooring line will fail. The mooring must be anchored to the bottom, and we
recommend a heavy (20-30 kg) lead weight with a solid eyebolt to which the mooring line is
shackled. It is likely the mooring will be set up by a diver and in the case of the mooring anchor,
the heavy lead weight is best moved into place using a lift bag. There are benefits in having the
entire mooring (anchor, line, meter and float) prepared on the surface and put into place as a unit.
It would help to have the site selected for the meter carefully located and buoyed at the surface so
there is little need to swim any distance with the mooring. If possible the exact depth of the meter
on the mooring can be adjusted after deployment through some type of moveable clamp on the
mooring.
Flowmeters can be used for measuring currents at spawning sites, but have the
disadvantage of having to be read manually, usually by a diver, at certain time intervals and
provide no current direction information (although a diver can determine the direction of the flow
meter using an underwater compass). General Oceanics Inc. makes an excellent plastic flow
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Figure 45. (Left) General Oceanics flowmeter, showing the low speed rotor and mechanical
counter for revolutions. (Right) Vertical array of four flowmeters, tethered to reef by lines and
held up by subsurface float.

meter (GO Model 2030 mechanical flowmeter) which counts the revolutions of a small propeller
and is designed to face into the current. The version with the "low speed rotor" is probably most
suitable for aggregation current measurements. A stacked array of flowmeters can be used to
give a vertical picture of current distribution (Fig. 45), as in the illustrated case of the current
coming off a shallow reef as it reached deeper water. The flow meter has to be manually read at
intervals, and the current speed later determined by a revolutions/time determination. At a
minimum, the flow meter could be read at the start of a spawning period and again at the end,
with current direction measurements taken similarly (Fig. 46).

Figure 46. Currents flowing off Lighthouse Reef, Palau, after high tide, as determined by
moored flow meters. Black symbols are spring tide days while open symbols are neap tide days
(PLC).

Flow meters could also be something as simple as a model airplane propeller or some
type of fan blade in which the revolutions are counted for some period of time, such as 1 minute.
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The flow meter would need to be calibrated against some device for which relative current speeds
are known, but would be an inexpensive alternative.
At the simplest extreme Shapiro et al., (1993) measured current velocity by releasing
fluorescein dye from a syringe 1.5 m off the bottom and timing 150 cm of movement of the
leading edge of the dye. Shapiro (pers. comm.) also used a simple device to estimate current
speed. A neutrally buoyant object, like a small buoy or solid ball is attached to a string of known
length. The object is released by a hand also holding the end of the string, the time it takes the
object to reach the end of the string provides an estimate of current speed. For example, if it
takes the object 10 s to reach the end of a 1m line, the current is approximately 10 cm sec-1.
Light Measurement
As far as we are aware, no investigators have measured light intensity quantitatively in
connection with spawning aggregation studies. There is no reason why this could not be done,
and might be interesting to do for species that aggregate and spawn in late afternoon, irrespective
of tide, such as Acanthurus coeruleus and A. bahianus. Whether the time of spawning is affected
by the amount of light on any given day, which can vary at the same time due to cloudy
conditions, is unknown. Instruments to quantify light intensity could either be a self contained
unit, or a unit with the sensor on a cable and the display portion on the surface, usually in a boat.
IV. G. Migrations and Tagging Documentation
In the past, researchers who wanted to study fish movement could choose from a suite of
conventional tags (spaghetti tags, Peterson disc, T-tags, various dart tags, internal anchor tags,
dyes etc.), that all resulted in the same data: a location of tagging and a location of recovery.
Although interesting, these data can be misleading. In many cases it gave us more information
about where people were fishing than where the fish were actually spending time. For example, a
species may have a wide ranging seasonal pattern of movement that passes through a popular
fishing area, resulting in the tag to be recovered very near the spot it was originally tagged a year
earlier, but giving no indication of the (probably) vast migration in between. Sampling strategies
can be developed to avoid such potential bias.
Many aggregating fishes are known or believed to migrate to spawning aggregations.
These migrations can be a daily event (typically for resident aggregations) or may occur only
during a limited portion of the year (for transient aggregations). Often biologists want to know
from what area does a known aggregation draw its members, and until recent times it was usually
necessary to tag fish and hope for their recovery at a later date. This question can be approached
in two ways. Fish can be tagged when they are dispersed, prior to an aggregation, with possible
capture at the aggregation. Otherwise, they can be caught and tagged at an aggregation, then be
captured later after they have dispersed. Ideally both strategies could be used, however the
particular circumstances may favor one or the other. This passive tagging requires some way to
physically tag the fish and often involves capture of the fish. Physical tags can be of many types,
such as dart tags with a streamer or beads exposed externally, or other markings such as freeze
branding by liquid nitrogen or acrylic paints. Internally fish can be tagged with sonic tags or
micro-chip tags.
Among studies of spawning aggregations, Myrberg et al. (1988) tagged Acanthurus
nigrofuscus by first herding the fish into large monofilament nets, then captured by hand net.
They were tagged with "textile tags". The tags had no effect on the behavior of the fish, some
tagged fish spawning the same day after capture and tagging. Myrberg et al. (1988) included
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studies on migration, surveying fish swimming to spawning sites from the point along the shallow
reef where they normally left the reef to proceed over sand to the spawning site. The site selected
as the place to count the temporal occurrence of fish was critical and provided much interesting
data in this study.
External tags can also sometimes be placed without capturing the fish. They can be
emplaced by spear whenever the fish can be approached closely enough to accurately place the
tag. Colin (1992) used this technique to tag dispersed Nassau grouper, while C. Koenig and
others have used similar methods on goliath groupers (jewfish) in the Atlantic. Difficulties
include getting accurate placement of the tags, and the limited time that can be spent underwater
finding the fish and placing the tags. When the fish can be easily captured by hook and line or
traps that do not negatively affect their survival, they can be tagged quickly and released with
high quality placement.
Freeze branding is another marking technique that has been applied to the study of reef
fish. Zeller and Russ (1997) freeze-branded adult P. leopardus using liquid nitrogen cooled
numerals, tagged specimens remaining healthy with brands evident during visual censuses for a
period of at least 2-3 months. This might be a useful technique to tag fish captured from an
aggregation site and immediately released after branding. Their continued presence at the
aggregation site would indicate the number of days an individual fish remains at the aggregation.
In general, tagging while dispersed is the most feasible way to determine the "capture
area" of an aggregation. There are several reasons for this. If fish are tagged while dispersed,
then the most concentrated fishing effort and observational effort can be focused on the
aggregation itself, hence a greater chance of finding tagged fish when they are concentrated and
often being caught. Also a very high reward can be offered to fishermen for capture of any
tagged fish and this provides a modest economic incentive to cooperate with researchers. It also
offers an opportunity to let a fishermen, who captures a tagged fish, know exactly where the fish
was tagged (as long as the information is readily accessible to the field workers), something
which again may pique their interest in the research. Also if a tagged fish is seen in an
aggregation and the tag is externally identifiable (say by color coded beads), the fish can be
searched for regularly over a period of days, providing extra information on duration of
individuals at aggregations, etc.
If fish are tagged during an aggregation, there are several problems. First, the tagging
operation, either through capture or underwater tagging, may disrupt the aggregation. Fish
captured, say by fish traps, tagged and released quickly at the aggregation site may not behave
normally and observations of such fish may distort ideas of normal behavior, etc. On the other
hand, tagging of aggregated fish does offer the chance of doing tag-recapture studies to assess
total populations, etc.
Johannes et al. (1999) tagged groupers caught by hook and line from aggregation sites in
Palau. After capture, fish were held in a tub of seawater, then measured, sexed (if possible),
excess gas removed from the swimbladder using a hypodermic needle, and then tagged. Ten-12
cm Hallprint dart tags were used, inserted so the barb was anchored beneath vertebral spines or
pterygiophores. Although results from this study were mixed, with reluctance of fishermen to
return tags having a large influence on success, recaptures showed that at least some individuals
returned to the same aggregation sites from one year to the next.
Migration routes can be determined in a number of ways. Where there are large numbers
of fish undertaking a daily migration, the route can be marked by dropping painted stones as the
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fish are moving and later the route can be surveyed by compass and tape (Myrberg et al. 1988).
Alternatively, if the migration path is in shallow water a snorkeler can swim the route of the
migration above the fishes, and either have a GPS unit in a water proof housing, writing down the
coordinates at regular intervals, or have a boat follow close by that has an observer recording
GPS readings. In the latter case, it is more feasible to have the swimmer going in the direction
opposite to the migrating fishes, in this way the person meets the migrating fishes head on and
does not potentially disturb their choice of pathways by swimming along with them. This method
was used successfully in tracking scarids in Palau that were migrating along a shallow reef
towards a channel in the reef for a daily spawning (see Fig. 10). The migration path determined
by GPS coordinates can be applied to other GPS determined maps of the spawning area, such as
bathymetry, habitat maps and aerial photography.
Telemetry to Document Fish Movements, Behavior and Habitat Use
The last decade has seen the development of new technologies that have proven to be
valuable tools in the study of fish movements and would have considerable application to
spawning aggregations. Archival tags, acoustic tags and satellite pop-up tags have all
revolutionized the study of fish movement, behavior and habitat usage. A data logger coupled to
a pressure sensor, thermistor and a light receptor allows for the nearly continuous collection of
data that permits us to determine the temperature, depth and geographic position (calculated from
light levels) of the fish while carrying the data logger. An archival tag is simply a data logger that
is placed in, or on, the fish and later recovered if the fish is recaptured. Pop-up satellite archival
tags (PSATs) collect the same information as an archival tag, but the fish need not be recaptured
because the tag detaches from the fish, floats to the surface and transmits the information to a
satellite. Because of the relatively slow baud rate of the data transfer to the satellite, much of the
data must be compressed into histograms. Because of this data compression, PSATs do not
provide nearly as much resolution as an archival tag, but the rate of data return is usually much
higher because the majority of archival tags are never recovered.

Figure 47. Handling of this large black sea bass is similar to that which any fish being
implanted with an acoustic tag should undergo, if properly handled. In the left photo the tag is
being inserted intramuscularly into the dorsal musculature. On the right, the fish is having its
gills irrigated with fresh water from a hose and the eye is covered which calms the fish.

Archival tags have not yet been applied to the study of reef fish aggregations, but PSATs
have been deployed on goliath grouper in Florida. One difficulty with both of these tag types is
that the geo-location data that result from the light data are not very precise (resolution of 1
degree of latitude and longitude), so the fish must move a great distance to provide a useful track.
Longitude is more accurately estimated than latitude from light data. In some cases where the
coastline is running east/west, a combination of longitude and depth (if the behavior of the
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species allows for confident determination of bottom depth) can be used for a fairly good
position. For reef species that spend much of their time near the bottom this technique holds
promise. Additionally, the location of the tag when it surfaces is pinpointed by the satellite with a
great deal of accuracy, providing an end point from which to interpret earlier position data.
Acoustic tags are different in that they do not usually collect data (the exception is the
very large CHAT tag [Vemco] that is not presently not suitable for reef fishes), but instead
continuously transmit a pulse at a specific frequency that allows for very fine scale movement
studies. Some have an integrated pressure sensor that allows for determination of the depth, or a
thermistor that can transmit internal and/or external body temperature. They can be externally
affixed via a leader and dart (can be done on a vessel, at the side of the vessel or in situ with a
modified spear gun) or surgically implanted in the peritoneal cavity or intra-muscularly (Fig. 47).
These tags can be monitored through either manual tracking or remote sensing. Manual tracking
allows for extremely precise movement data but is usually limited to 24-48 hours due to the
requirement that the researcher must follow the tagged fish with a boat and listening device.
Eventually the researcher becomes exhausted and the boat needs fuel. For species that do not
move much, individuals can be relocated and tracked many times over the life of the tag. Short
term tracks are always suspect due to the fact that the trauma of capture and surgery can have an
effect on behavior. Specimens that are followed over a period of weeks to years (by relocating
the fish) result in more valuable data since the tracks are not influenced by the immediate trauma
of capture and tagging.
One excellent example of manual tracking of individuals moving to and from a spawning
aggregation (Plectropomus leopardus) was conducted by Zeller (1997). The Nassau grouper has
also been the subject of studies using acoustic tags. Bolden (2000) tagged Nassau grouper with
surgically implanted acoustic tags, held the fish for several days before release and successfully
monitored their presence for several weeks thereafter. One fish was captured months later at a
spawning aggregation, and the tag discovered when the fish was cleaned. This fish had migrated
over 200 km from the tagging site to the aggregation site. Carter et al (1994) acoustically tagged
two Nassau groupers prior to the spawning aggregation, and one was recovered two years later
150 miles north of the tagging location. They also tracked a number of non-aggregating fish to
determine home ranges and daily activity patterns. One fish was captured months later at a
spawning aggregation, and the tag discovered when the fish was cleaned. This fish had migrated
over 200 km from the tagging site to the aggregation site.
Remote tracking can be done by mooring data logging hydrophones in the study area.
Multiple hydrophones can be spaced to create a continuous array that gives complete coverage of
the study area. If the tagged individual remains in the study area a continuous record of its
movements is obtained. When depth coded tags are used the researcher gets both movement and
depth data. Multiple specimens can be tracked simultaneously. When tags with long battery life
are used (up to 5 years), a tremendous dataset can result. This technology has been applied to the
study of spawning aggregations. One example exists at Anacapa Island, one of the southern
California Channel Islands, where an array completely encircles the island. This array has been
used to study giant sea bass, thought to form a spawning aggregation at the island, for almost 2
years. Individual fish have been documented to return to the island during the spawning season
after an absence of 11 months. Other individuals have been shown to reside at the island yearround.
The technologies described here hold enormous potential for the study of spawning
aggregations in the future. As the technology for PSATs evolves the tags will become smaller
and therefore applicable to a wide array of species. At this time PSATs can only be used on the
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largest species (we would not recommend tagging an individual weighing less than 25 kg).
Acoustic tags and archival tags can be purchased in a variety of sizes and can be used to study
most species of concern.
IV. H. Submersibles and Remote Operating Vehicles (ROV)
Submersible or ROV technology, although expensive, may be the only way to approach
direct observations of aggregation and spawning in water below depths for SCUBA diving.
The only study that has used a submersible for observing spawning aggregations is that of
Gilmore and Jones (1992) for deep-water groupers. They found their most productive
observations were made when the submersible remained stationary on the bottom for at least an
hour with unnecessary systems, such as external and internal lights and hydraulics, turned off.
They remained on station for up to 7.5 hr and obtained unique observations in this manner. Low
light level black and white video, which was more sensitive than their eyes, was used to watch
behavioral interactions.
One of us (PLC) previously used a ROV to attempt to extend the duration of observations
of a jewfish aggregation on a wooden boat wreck in relatively deep water (33 m, Colin 1994), but
found the device was not especially useful. Despite the presence of up to 20 large groupers on a
low profile debris field only 30 m in length, few fish were ever seen with the ROV. The ROV
observations were unproductive, compared to diver observations, and on their own would have
lead to a very distorted impression of fish abundance and activity. There may be some instances
where a ROV is useful for observations, but, in general, any information obtained with such
remote technology should be interpreted cautiously.

Section V. Eggs and Larvae and Their Fate
V. A. Obtaining Eggs and Larvae
The collection of a significant number of eggs in the field can be an important element of
any study and almost always implies that spawning has actually occurred. Eggs can also be
obtained by spawning fish caught from an aggregation, either naturally or artificially. If the eggs
are fertile and undamaged, they would permit the description of the egg size and characteristics
for species if this information is not already known. The ascent rate (most eggs are positively
buoyant) and hatching times at a particular temperature can be determined using these fertile
eggs. They can be hatched for larval rearing attempts. Finally eggs can be used for other
experimental purposes. As just one example, large quantities of surgeonfish eggs were collected
from spawning aggregations to examine the effects of diesel fuel on hatching success (PLC).
Collecting Eggs - Net and Bag Techniques
A number of methods can be used to collect eggs in the field and there is a substantial
literature available for reference. Here we discuss methods applicable to spawning aggregation
work. The simplest is by straining the water where eggs have been released with a fine mesh net
(Colin and Clavijo, 1988; Colin 1983, Colin and Bell, 1991). One of us (PLC) prefers a small
hand net about 10 cm across at the mouth and made with plankton netting of about 250 micron
mesh (Fig. 48). The net has a short handle, about 15 cm long. This net can be swept through the
volume of water where eggs have been released and then the entire net put into a plastic bag, and
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